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•- . I recently read an article which
said that we should now expect to live
to be 120! Perhaps expectation does
have something to do with our frame
of mind as we grow older. I think that
I was unusually fortunate in that I did
not have to retire until I was 78. I was
curator of an archaeological museum
which was short of money and could
not find a replacement earlier. . . this
meant I had to "keep on my toes"
mentally and had to continue to learn.
In a way, I think one of the secrets of
a happy old age is here—in a continuing challenge to learn. In other words,
I believe that the mind needs continual
exercise as well as the body. . . I do
not mean to suggest that there are not
limitations as one grows older, for
there are! I find greater fatigue one of
the more difficult facts to which to
adjust, in addition to various physical
problems, but I believe the secret is to
accept such problems with as much
grace as possible, and plan around
them, not give in to them or waste
energy complaining.
I think at Whittier College we all
received a wonderful education for

living, as well as doing. But I believe
the greatest asset I received there was a
firm foundation for my faith in
God. I was a chemistry major, but
science augmented my faith rather
than lessening it, and I have been
grateful for this all my life.
Mary (Coffin) Kimber '18
•. No news—but at 92 years of age
have fond memories of those early
days of Prep School and finally Colege, under Presidents Tebbet, Newlin
and Rosenberger, and faculty members
who gave us a foundation for life in a
meaningful way. I'll always be grateful for those years at Whittier College.
Almeda Nordyke '14
•. . In late May of this year I was
honored to deliver the keynote speech
at the Northwest Scientific Association Annual Meetings held near
Seattle. I publicly dedicated my
speech to Dr, Rexford Daubenmire
and Dr. Lois E. James. Dr. Daubenmire is a famous plant ecologist who
is retired, and Dr. James is, of course,

a Professor of Biology at Whittier
College who retired at the end of this
academic year.
Lois James is well-known for her
teaching and her incredible ability
to inspire and attract students to
biology. So many of her students have
advanced degrees that it would be hard
to list them all. The amazing thing has
been her knack of attracting students
and literally changing their lives. She
has given her students more than a
gentle shove toward reassessment of
their goals and made most raise their
sights. In the classroom, Dr. James has
been a delight and her enthusiasm
inescapably contagious. What fun it
was to learn from her!
For myself, I feel very fortunate
to have been in a position to pay this
tribute . . . Whittier College has been
very, very lucky to have had such a
professor and I am happy to declare a
measure of my love, admiration, and
gratitude. .
Dr. John H. Crow '64
Associate Professor of Botany
Rutgers University
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We will not forget the dedication of the College Board of Trustees and the community
leaders who have given strength and support to the mission of Whittier College in higher
education.
We will not forget the campus, as it was and as it is now, so different, yet still with
the pervading spirit that is so much a stamp of the College.
And in reality, we are not leaving home after all, because both Alice and I will continue
to love and support the College, and will watch with pride its progress under its new
leadership with President Eugene Mills.
So I am not saying "goodbye" to Whittier College, but "thank you" for all that the
institution and the people connected with it have given me in support and affection during
the years . . . and well be seeing you all in the future at many gatherings and functions
in the new era.
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The crowd gathers for refreshments after Commencement exercises.

Commencement 1979
Harris Amphitheatre was
filled to overflowing on Saturday, May 26, as friends and
relations of the students gathered
to see them receive their degrees
and to hear the Commencement
speech by author poet Ray
Bradbury.
Bradbury spoke on "1984
Will Not Arrive." His opening
remark drew laughter from the
"You're not
entire crowd.
going to have a long speech
from me," he said, "isn't that
good news? And it's not going
to be too serious and it's going
to be optimistic, huh?"
The "huh" is a pattern of
Bradbury's speech-making. It's

a form of connection between
him and his audience, and is
interjected at the end of almost
every sentence, somehow giving
each individual the feeling that
he is being personally addressed.
Bradbury spoke of his childhood and his obsession with
magicians, carnivals and stage
illusions and how at the age of
12 he had already decided to
be a science-fiction writer. He
told of a travelling carnival
that came through Waukegan,
Illinois, and of a man who called
himself Mr. Electrico who, Bradbury said, "changed my life, as
I would like to change yours
today."
2

Mr. Electrico, that long ago
day, tapped various children in
the audience, and when he
reached Bradbury, he tapped him
on both shoulders and on the
tip of his nose and said, "Live
Forever!"
"Within three months of that
encounter," Bradbury said, "I
began to write full time. Mr.
Electrico gave me the courage.
He told me I could do it. So
today, if anything I can say
can galvanize you into wanting
to live forever in some special
way, that's my main job.
"Now if you don't listen to
me today and to the advice I
give you free," he continued,

"twenty years from now you're
all going to pay $100 an hour
to get the same advice from a
psychiatrist. So you pay attention to what I'm saying, and
what I'm saying is, fall in love!
From the bottom of your heart,
from the bottom of your soul.
If you haven't made a decision
yet regarding a particular art or
profession, today should be the
beginning of such a decision,
based on passion. A passion
that makes you want to get out
of bed and get that thing accomplished.
"You must believe that each
of you is going to be superior,
that if you're going to be a
lawyer, you're going to be the
best lawyer that God ever
created, or the finest artist that
ever was. You have to believe
that way, even though you may

wind up somewhat less than
the finest."
Bradbury quoted a poem he
had written containing the essence of Gerard Manley Hopkins'
philosophy. It ended with these
words:
What another would
have done as well as you—do not
do it!/ What another would have
said as well as you—do not say
it!/ Written as well as you—do
not write it!/ Be faithful to that
which exists nowhere but in
yourself/ And thus make yourself indispensable.
"That's so important!" he
told his audience. "There is no
competition in the world. Where
excellence begins, competition
ends! Set out to be the greatest
lawyer that ever lived—there is
no competition! Because most
people don't care. Most people
don't try. You be the one that

cares. You be the one who
tries."
Bradbury spoke of Dr. Carl
Sagan, who had been Commencement speaker on campus in 1978,
and how he had done something
with a passion and done it
better than other people did it.
And Sir Laurence Olivier, who
had dreamed of being an actor at
the age of 10, and had fulfilled
the passion he knew was in him.
Bradbury quoted another of
his poems that exulted in the
miracle of being alive. "How
wonderful it is," he said, "that
we have been given this gift
of life and the responsibility
that goes with it to lift ourselves
to the highest level that we
can." He ended with the words
spoken to him when he was 12
years old by Mr. Electrico,
"Live Forever!"

Charlotte Ramsey, the President's secretary, helps speaker Ray Bradbury adjust his mortar board while
Chaplain Jon Moody looks on.
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The Newsom clan gathers after Commencement. (L. to R.) Top row: Rick Gilchrist '68; David Newsom
'78; Alice Newsom; President W. Roy Newsom '34; Janine (Newsom) Miller '66; Herb Newsom '53;
John Miller. Bottom row: Larry R. Cain; Cindy (Newsom) Cain '80; Nina (Newsom) Gilchrist '69;
Julianna Miller.
It was a long and inspiring
ceremony, 258 seniors received
their Bachelor of Arts, 31 graduates their Master's, and 121
students of the Whittier College
School of Law their Juris Doctor
degrees.
Four honorary doctorates
were awarded. Ray Bradbury
received a Doctor of Literature
for his contributions to literature
and humanity. In her introduction of the science-fiction master,
author Jessamyn West commented, "Dante still lives because
he took us earthlings on an exploratory trip of the nether

Ray Bradbury will
regions.
live because he has taken us not
only into the outer space beyond
our terrestrial world, but into
the inner space of our enigmatic
minds and our troubled hearts."
Former State Senator, John
A. Murdy, Jr., and Dr. Henry A.
Lacy both received the Doctor
of Humane Letters. Murdy, who
for many years served as a member of the Whittier Board of
Trustees, has also served as
president of Hoag Memorial
Hospital, as a member of the
Irvine Foundation Board, and as
president of the California Bean
4

Farmers Association.
Dr. Lacy, a recognized expert
on Southern Asia, graduated
from Whittier College in 1940.
He was praised for his invaluable
service to the Board of Global
Ministries of the United Methodist Church in India, as Secretary
of the Board of Missions, and
as principal of the Parker Boys
School.
The last recipient of an
honorary degree was the most
surprised. Retiring President W.
Roy Newsom was invested with
the Doctor of Humane Letters.
The fact that he was to be so

The Big Surprise! Dean Richard Harvey (L) and Chairman of the
Board of Trustees Carl L. Randolph confer the honorary degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters on President W. Roy Newsom.

______

honored had been kept a complete secret from him, no small
task in a college with so many
aware faculty members.
Earlier in the day, the graduating seniors had attended Baccalaureate Service in the Memorial
Chapel, where they heard an
address by Dr. Lacy on "Escape
or Encounter" in which he urged
them to do their part toward a
fuller cooperation and undestanding
between
peoples
throughout the world.
After the Commencement
ceremonies were over, students
and their guests mingled informally with faculty and administration members on campus. It
was the end of many years of
hard work for them. The end
and the beginning. LII

HAVE YOU
MOVED?

A A

President W. Roy Newsom and Dr. Milo Connick (R) with Dr. Henry
A. Lacy who received an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters.

We must pay for each magazine
that is returned to us for lack
of the proper address. If you
have moved, or plan to do so,
please help us by filling out the
form below and returning it to
the Alumni Office, Whittier College, Whittier, CA 90608.

Name
Class
New A ddress

Dean Richard Harvey (L) looks on as Senator John Murdy, Sr.,
helped by his daughter, Maxine Murdy Trotter and Chairman of the
Board Carl L. Randolph, receives his honorary degree. (R) Commencement Speaker Ray Bradbury and author Jessamyn West.
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Ray Bradbury:
Spokesman for Science
and Humanity
Earlier this year, on February 26, Ray Bradbury gave a public lecture in Stauffer Lecture Hall. It's effect on a
young Whittierite, John Schneider, was intense. He came, as a guest, to Commencement, and was reinspired.
John has lived in Whittier for fourteen years and is married with two children. A millwright by trade, and a
freelance writer, he submitted an article to us for The Rock. Because it shows not only the impact Bradbury
makes on an audience, but also gives an insight into the man himself, we are publishing

"Don't get your hopes up,
John," cautions my novelist
friend, Matthias Stephens. "He's
always late for these things."
We'd gone to Whittier College
an hour early, hoping to catch a
glimpse of the science-fiction
master, Ray Bradbury. On the
contrary, he is quite early. With
notebook in hand, this spinner of
earth and interplanetary tales,
screenplays, and an opera, suddenly comes striding through the
door.
Flashing back twelve years, I
recalled listening to Bradbury
speak to our small group of
seventh graders at the Whittier
Library. He had amused and
instructed us, exuberantly sharing the event of the first manned
lunar expedition. He spent more
time with our moon questions
than he did plugging his own
material. He was a live wire
back then, and I found he'd
only grown more electric in the
years between.
Stammering
introductions
and greetings, Stephens and I
find ourselves accompanying
Bradbury down a winding path
to the school cafeteria. Going
in a side door, we grab some
coffee. Stephens asks the great
man about the forthcoming sixhour miniseries based on his novel
The Martian Chronicles.
He
informs us it will be aired on
NBC—TV this October.

We start pitching questions at
him, and before I know it I get
the feeling I'm at a success
seminar. "You've got to want
it with all your heart," he says,
"you've got to go for the goals
you set, whether it's writing,
whatever . . . reach for true
excellence. What would it be
like if everyone in the world performed their occupation with the
aim of producing the best.
All this possibility thinking
was wind in the sails for two
fledgling writers. Bradbury recounts some of his early literary
beginnings. At twelve years of
age he began producing a story a
week and at fifteen began submitting his work. Almost a year
passed before he finally sold
anything, and after that he
stacked up more rejection slips
than acceptances.
He dwelt on the hard, lean
days in Venice, California, where
both he and his wife had the
printed word in their blood.
He was a news vendor, she was
working behind a bookstore
counter when they met. He
struggled at that job for years,
just to bring in $10 a week.
Once he began making $11 at
his writing, he ceased hawking
papers.
"God was watching, and
things began to open up. Material
needs were met," Bradbury grate6

He does not
fully reflects.
detail his breaks—the 0 'Henry
Prize-winning The Big Black and
White Game around 1948, a
story about racial prejudice in
the south; the Moby Dick
screenplay he worked on with
John Huston in the early 1950's;
or his science-fiction classics.
With all the space fantasies
of Bradbury's stories, I have to
ask his present thoughts on the
UFO situation.
Surprising us with raw pragmatism, he states flatly, "There
is no solid proof, and we should
not concern ourselves over them."
Bradbury is careful about speculating, pointing out that we
must not get so caught up in
what potentially lies out there
that we neglect the construction
of our own vehicles here on
earth.
Half-an-hour with Bradbury
was like being in a time warp.
One moment we have this mentor to ourselves, the next we find
ourselves in a hail filled with
mostly younger college students.
The rumble of anticipation ceases
as the lecturer is introduced.
After some grateful remarks
for his introduction, Bradbury
begins. "I'm one of the stupidest
science-fiction writers around!"
He qualified this by expressing
his appreciation to the scientists
at Caltech who keep him abreast

of their latest discoveries. He
feels an obligation to interpret
these findings to the world at
large. He loves his work, loves
writing and voicing his enthusiasm to the world.
Better known for his short
stories and novels, Bradbury
began to write poetry seven years
ago. He sold his first poem,
curiously enough about football,
to Pro Football magazine. He
has no difficulty selling this
audience on one of his latest
poems on the theme of man's
unique awe of the heavens.
It ends "Five billion years has
passed with turning of the
spheres,/ But not once in all
these years,/ Has lion, dog, or
birds that sweep the air/Looked
there/ 0 look, look there,/ Ah
God, the stars.
Bradbury interrupts himself
to recount how, half-way through
the writing of the poem Carl
Sagan reminded him of some
recent scientific findings indicating that birds used the stars to
navigate by. Not the kind to
write anything but the truth,
Bradbury continues," . . . Well,
perhaps some birds, some nights.
to the merriment of the
audience.
"We are moving ourselves into the heavens, and we're moving
ourself back to the Garden,"
Bradbury contends. "We have
been displaced by early theologians from the Garden, then
removed from the center of the
physical universe by the astonomer, Kepler. Now we are naming
ourselves for the gods in our
mammoth human porjects, Mercury, Gemini, Apollo."
He compares Melville's Captain Ahab, the deranged white
whale hunter, with Jules Verne's
Captain Nemo, the resourceful
scientist who handles his problems intelligently. "We must
not strike against the sun, but
plug in and use it; don't kill
the whales, build a Captain
Nemo submarine to sift the
plankton from the sea. .

Ray Bradbury delivers an impassioned address.
Tying this analogy into society, Bradbury points out a lack
of bold, creative political leadership with which to cope with
current cultural Moby Dicks.
Realizing we are the only known
conscious life-forms in the universe is a great and exciting
responsibility, he believes. This
should give us the will and desire
to tackle our "science-fictional"
dilemmas properly, from polution and overcrowding to birth
control and the development of
cloning.
Bemoaning the state of our
elementary and high schools,
Bradbury complains, "These
places are raising our kids not to
read and write. We must have
these skills. Learn how to think
for ourselves. Keep a journal
for two years. Get your thoughts
together and see how stupid
they are! Force your teachers
to teach you . . . so America
is not a country of ignoramuses!
The essay, and even letters,
are giving way to the telephone
in this transient, throw-away
society. We must not be afraid
7

to grab back what is ours, or
like Toynbee's children, let ourselves be duped. Any race that
allows itself to be intimidated
will go down to dust."
In response to a question,
"Don't be afraid of computers,"
he says. "Rather fear ignorance.
Libraries and computers only
store information. As I showed
in Farenheit 451, the idea
within the person is the real
knowledge, not the books, or
tapes, or punch cards .
Learn how to tell what is bad,
then you can find out what is
good, and finally excellent. Learn
to use the material from these
sources properly, but don't fear
them."
And to another questioner,
"No, I don't make any room in
my mind for mankind's end. I
won't allow it. I accept man's
frailties, bumps and criminalities,
along with his beauty. I accept
the paradox. I find it stimulating
Doesn't it make you want
to survive?"
Some might get the impresssion that Bradbury has gone
overboard in his endorsement of
our scientific abilities. Though
obviously a spokesman for science
and humanity, his faith in this
area is neither blind nor alltrusting.
"Don't worry," Bradbury
had said earlier, "I bring no
doomsday messages tonight. I
don't sink into depression from
the news headlines. Sometimes
I just skip reading the paper; I
have things to write."
Bradbury has called his writing an autobiography of his
ideas. One might call him a
gardener of the soul, planting
these thoughts, these seeds of
wonder, respect and gratefulness
for our bumbling but miraculous
race.
It all reminds me of Martin
Luther's statement in 1520:
"Even though I knew tomorrow
the world would go to pieces,
I would still plant my apple
tree."

Whi*tti*er's Tenth President
With this issue of The Rock,
the W. Roy Newsom era at
Whittier College comes to a close.
Dr. Newsom should be paid
the tribute he deserves for forty
years of devotion and service.
First, though, a look at the men
he followed, in order that he
and his achievements can be
seen in perspective.
In the period between the
College's founding in 1887 until
today, 1979, Whittier's ten presidents have all been men of
distinctive character. All have
done what they thought would
lead the College forward in the
particular, and sometimes difficult times surrounding their
leadership.

Jessamyn West McPherson
'23, in her preface to Dr. Charles
W. Cooper's history of the
College from 1887 to 1964,
briefly categorizes three.
Dr.
Thomas Newlin (1907-1915),
the second President, for his
insight; the fourth, Dr. Harry
N. Wright (1918-1923) for his
scholarship; and the fifth, Dr.
Walter Dexter (1923-1933) for
his energy.

Historian Cooper tells us
about the other six who were
installed during the period
covered by Whittier: Independent College in California.
Dr. Charles Tebbets (19001907), one of the original
members of the group of Friends
who founded the College and an
early Trustee, is clearly classed
as a visionary. It was he who
realized the need for a College,
and foresaw the esteem in which
it would later be held.
Dr. Absolom Rosenberger
(1915-1918) was basically an
academic liberal. He was respected for his learning, and his
ambition was to see the College
emerge as one of the most
respected insitiutions of higher
education in Southern California.
Dr. W.O. Mendenhall (19341943) is described by Cooper as
reflective, spiritual, experienced
and inspirational. He invented a
slogan, "The Efficient College,"
and to carry it through strove
to expand faculty and curriculum, his first endeavor being
the construction of a chemical
laboratory.
Dr. William C. Jones (19441951) held high academic standards and was regarded as an
able administrator. He saw the
building of Hoover Memorial
Hall, Wanberg Hall, Memorial
Field, College Hall for Men, and
the installation of Broadoaks at
Whittier from its Pasadena birthplace.
Dr. Paul S. Smith (19511969) recognized by Jessamyn
West for his delight in teaching
and his strength of spirit, was an
historian and a man who spoke
dramatically and persuasively.
As President he became an
aggressive fund-raiser and earned
8

the nickname "The Builder."
Johnson Hall; the Campus Inn
and Student Union; the Stauffer
Lecture Hall; the Peasley Center
of Religion and Philosophy with
the Memorial Chapel, Arnold
Hall and the Music Building; the
Library, Campbell Hall; Stauffer
Hall; Memorial Stadium; Murphy
Hall; Ball Hall; and the Stauffer
Science Building, all came into
being during his reign. In 1962,
Jessamyn West said of him,
"He asks us to do what we don't
want to do. He asks us to
give what we don't want to give
and, on occasion—as when I last
spoke at the College—I give more
than he asks for!"

Therewere also three Acting
Presidents, all of whom had
something in common with the
tenth President. Dr. Herbert
E. Harris (1933-1934) was a
farmer and scholar, noted for his
practicality; Dr. Harold F. Spencer (1943-1944), a biologist,
had a talent for organization,
and Dr. Harold Case (19691970) for whom organization
was a passion. Dr. Case was
well-travelled, a lover of flowers,

a collector of shells, a missionary,
a noted lecturer and greatly
admired by all with whom he
came in contact.
Dr. Frederick M. Binder
(1970-1975) was a rugged individualist, for whom there was
no middle road. His most
noteworthy contribution to the
College was the acquisition of
the Beverly School of Law, now
the Whittier College School of
Law, in Los Angeles.
With Dr. Binder's resignation,
to accept the presidency of
Juniata College, Dr. W. Roy
Newsom, then Vice President,
became Acting President, and
later in the same year, Whittier's
tenth President.
As President, Roy Newsom
has seen his share of changes
at Whittier, perhaps the most
notable being the completion of
the Donald E. Graham Student
Activities Center, the forming of
the Master of Business Administration program, and the Whittier
College Scholars program.
A farmer at heart, a chemist
by education, a beloved teacher,
with attributes of thrift and
gentleness, Dr. Newsom's life
history was given in the Spring
1976 issue of The Rock. The
best description of Roy Newsom,
however, comes from the memories and comments that have
been received from members of
his graduating class, from his
students, his colleagues, and his
friends.
Friendship
When the dews of eve are falling/
Glistening on the campus loved
so well/Then our hearts to thee
are calling/Dear old Whittier we
love so well.
Roy and many of us, who
like to call ourselves his friends,
have sung those words hundreds

of times. They, more than
anything else, reveal how our
feelings for Whittier College are
inevitably tied to our feelings
for him. We, who are his fellow
graduates, as well as his colleagues, have stood with him to
pledge our loyalty, in victory
and defeat, on old Hadley Field,
in the Wardman gym, in the
Harris Amphitheatre, in the
Campus Inn. As we look back
on long years of association,
those moments of fellowship,
when we were caught up in
something larger than ourselves,
stand out as symbols of Roy's
contribution. We relate to
Whittier College only through its
personalities and for us his
virtues are its virtues. Both have
been for us unfailingly dependable, comforting, helpful, however trying the circumstances
through which we were passing.
He has been at the same time a
personal friend and a Whittier
College Friend in the complete
meaning of the word.
Dr. Roberta J. Forsberg '36
Professor of English
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We were freshmen together
in 1930, and I was Roy's lab
mate.
He helped me greatly,
but for all his enthusiasm, one
year was enough of chemistry
for me. Through the years, Roy
has remained one of my closest
and most respected friends, perhaps because we share an interest
in the land—Roy with his avacado groves, and me with my
cattle ranch in Oregon; perhaps
even more because we are
both believers in free enterprise.
Roy and Alice are two of the
finest people I know and I hold
them both in the deepest respect
and affection.
Clint Harris '34
Dr. Dexter was President,
tuition was $250 a semester,
and first-class postage was
three cents. Both Roy and I
were chemistry majors. He was
in charge of the stockroom,
dispensing test tubes and apparatus as well as helping students
identify the complex ions hidden
in their unknown solutions.
Little did we think then that he

would confer a diploma on our
daughter in 1967!
Roy has been a tower of
strength at Whittier, and I congratulate him as a scholar,
dedicated teacher and an outstanding President, who exemplified the virtues of patience,
loyalty and understanding to all.
Whiitier is a great College because people like Dr. Newsom
have made it so.
Mark R. Jacobs '32
Ethics
One afternoon, midway
through my first semester of
freshman chemistry, the professor departed from his planned
lecture on the kinetic theory
because of an indication of
some fudging on experimental
results in the lab. The major
point made was not in regard to
cheating, although the concept
of honesty and integrity were
explored. The question he
put to us was, "What are you
doing here, and why?" He
forcefully pointed out that
someone was expending a great
deal of money and effort so
that we could be where we
were—whether it came from our
parents' sacrifices, a scholarship,
alumni contributions, professors
serving for modest financial
reward, or a combination of
these—and that we should be

working diligently to make the
most of our opportunities.
(Years later I was to hear
from some of my friends in the
teaching profession that this was
a regular feature, referred to as a
"Doc Newsom Lecture.")
The response on the part of
the class was one of quiet
thoughtfulness. His comments
were not resented, but rather
appreciated. His talk amounted
to a sort of intellectual kick in
the pants which caused most of
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the students to give their priorities some careful scrutiny. I
think the single overriding reason
for the success of this type of
discussion was the students'
awareness that here was a person
not preaching, or trying to be
popular, or cute, or looking for
personal rewards; rather, here
was a man with a deep sense of
dedication and high standards
who was sharing his philosophy
with us; a man who personally
lived his according to that philosophy.
In the last sixteen years
he has served in several administrative capacities at the College.
To my mind, however, his
greatest contributions were in
the twenty-four years he spent
in the classroom. It was there
that his genuine interest in the
students was apparent from the
patient explanations and extra
help he gave to all those who
were sincerely trying to understand the subject. It was in that
setting also, that his code of
ethics was transmitted—not by
preaching, but by his own life.
Herb Newsom '53

In the mid 60's, as student
enrollment was increasing and
classes were becoming larger,
Roy and I crossed paths one
day, and I felt compelled to
share with him that there was
hardly enough of me to serve the
growing numbers of students
according to my customary standards.
I still remember his
understanding smile as he reassured me that we give as much
of ourselves as we can to our
students and then try not worry
about those things outside of
our control.
Dr. Charles J. Browning
Professor of Sociology
I came to the College as a
Vet and was older than most
of my classmates. Naturally,
I felt I had a greater understanding of what the College needed
by way of programs and curriculum, but when I talked with Dr.
Newsom, while he didn't exactly
put me in my place, he was
certainly able to convince me
that perhaps I didn't yet have
all the answers. Through him I
learned an invaluable lesson—not
to jump to conclusions.
Leonard Crofoot '49
The easy way to deal with a
problem is to have a set of rules
and stick to them. The hard
way is to make reasonable
exceptions. That's Roy's way. I
saw him agonize over a student
who deserved to be kicked out of
school—according to the "rules."
After much thought, Roy arrived
at a plan that chastized the
student, yet allowed him to
complete his senior year.
One of Roy's great loves (in
addition to Alice, his family, and
Whittier College) is growing
things.
That includes both
things that grow, and growing
them. Few weekends pass when
he doesn't have his hands in the
soil.
Few days pass that he
doesn't bring a fresh rose for the
desk of Charlotte Ramsey, his
devoted, loyal, diplomatic and
ever-competent secretary.
Newt Robinson '37

RICHARD

NIXON

LA CASA PACIFICA
SAN CLEM EN1, CALIFORNIA

May 9, 1979

Roy Newsom and I have been friends for 50
years. We not only were in the same class
at Whittier College in 1934, but also were
classmates at Whittier High School in 1930.
We were candidates for Student Body President
that year and both of us lost to Bob Logue,
a dark horse. Incidentally, I did not lose
another election until 1960!
He has been a splendid president of Whittier
College an all of us are grateful for the
contribution he and his wife Alice have made
to our Alma Mater.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

The Rock
Whittier College
Whittier, California 90608

Humanity
In 1933, when Roy was
still a student and we were
living with my parents, we were
out shopping. At 6 p.m., while
we were in the store, there was
an earthquake. The building
seemed about to fall. Without
hesitating, Roy hurried to the
car and rushed back to the
laboratory. I was forgotten, my
parents were forgotten. He
simply had to check to see all
the chemicals were still safely
11

stored and couldn't cause any
damage.
Alice (Morgan) Newsom

I was interested in Whittier
from the days of Walter Dexter.
I knew Paul Smith when he was
Richard Nixon's history teacher,
but I honestly can't remember
when I first knew our beloved
He was just
Roy Newsom.
"there," quiet and unassuming,
gentle and modest. Always
understanding.

Carl L. Randolph
16812 Boruna Lane Huntington Beach, California 92649

May 6, 1979
Dear Daphne,
I hope this may be of some use to you in preparing
the ROCK.
We were both there for the first time: The new Freshmen and
the new Assistant Professor. We had heard about him through
that grapevine that spreads through every campus.. • that he
was young(enough to make him noteworthy in itself among the
hoary elders of that faculty i) that he was handsom as a
movie star, and that he was probably going to be 'tough'
because he was new and had a reputation to make.
He came into the room that first day, walking quickly, a
book in his hand, with that quiet smile that was to become
so familiar on his face. His dark blue suit was obviously
new, and he wore a vest with the last button unbuttoned, in
keeping with the style of the times.
He spoke to us quietly, and we sat immobile with the respect
that students of that day showed toward faculties. When the
hour was over, he gave us that shy smile, and left. Shuffling
feet, murmuring voices, faint feminine sighs as we filed
out; and the realization that it was going to be O.K., he
was no terror, and I think we all knew we were going to like
him very much.
September,1939. Time dims and distorts remembrances of things
past, yet my vision of that first meeting remains crystal clear.
The Freshmen of that class have long since become fat, or
bald, or grey, but each time I see him it is as he was on that
first day; we have changed, but he has not. The walk, the
smile, the quiet manner are the same as then.
But I cannot remember ever seeing the vest again.

It was all so typical of Roy
and his outlook: fairness,consideration, sympathy and judgment.
Ormond K. Flood '60

Sincerely,

40' /

I was a student and a parttime instructor in world prehistory and archaeology during
the worst of the 60's after I
had retired from the Auto
Club. One day there were only
three students in my class;
the rest were "marching."
At the beginning of my
course I had carefully explained
howl graded. So much for each
midterm, so much for the final,
and so much for the term paper.
A very good student came to me
and said she wouldn't be taking

in regard to mine. She didn't
take the final, but she made a
good passing grade, though less
than an A. She protested first to
me and then to Dean Newsom,
and finally to the faculty at a
special meeting. All agreed with
me. Later, Roy told me how
disturbed the girl was. I said,
"Roy, why don't you just see
that she gets an A? Then I'll
have done my duty as I see it,
and you'll have done yours at
your level." He replied, "I
wouldn't think of changing your
grade, O.K.!" The grade was
not changed.

the final because they were
having a student protest that
day. She asked what I would
do, and I told her I would go
over the grades she completed,
deduct the credit for the final,
and then divide by four. She
announced that this was a
"reprisal"and added that another
professor would divide by three.
I explained that if she took
the final she would probably get
an A, but that she had a decision
to make in regard to her value
system and I had one to make
12

Roy was driving on the
freeway a few years back and
came upon a coil of rope which
had fallen from someone's vehicle. "I could use that on the
ranch," he thought and stopped
to retrieve it. Unfortunately a
policeman saw him and asked
why he had stopped. "To pick
up this rope," Roy said, "I can
make good use of it." The
officer gave him a ticket for
stopping on the freeway.
If
Roy had only said, "I was
removing a road hazard" he
might have received a commendation instead.
Dr. C. Milo Connick
Professor of Religion

Roy always likes seeing things
grow, and a part of this is the
growth of the College. For forty
years he has increased in stature,
and has never lost "the common
touch." For years, when he lived
on the lemon grove in Pico
Rivera, there was no television
in their house.
One day, a
trailor park was put in on a
corner of the property, and his
little daughter Janine asked,
"Can we move into a trailor
so we can have a TV, too?"
Many people don't realize
that Alice is an extremely
efficient business woman.
In
fact, she practically ran the
office of the County Supervisor
when she worked there. As a
hostess, she is a real "pro" and
public relations is, for her, a
sixth sense.
Dr. Chester McClosky '40
I remember how Roy used
to paint Naylor Hall almost
every year to save the College
money. I also remember how,
when he was a teacher, he would
shut his office door and let
the students blow off steam,
indulge in water fights or whatever, so long as they did no real
damage. I have also seen him, on
more than one occasion, spend
all afternoon fixing someone's
car for them. His love of mechanical things is only outweighed
by his love of nature, Whittier
College and, above all, his
family.
Dr. Lois E. James '40
James Irvine Professor of
Biological Sciences
How does one congratulate a
person such as Roy Newsom
upon his retirement? To have
spent so many years of his life
at Whittier College, in so many
different capacities, shows his
true dedication to the institution.
The College can never
replace him. A Roy Newsom is
one of a kind.
I remember the first time I
met "Dean" Newsom. I was a
freshman, living in Stauffer Hall,

in the fall of 1963. Janine, his
daughter, was in the same wing.
It was the Thursday before
Homecoming, the very first game
in Memorial Stadium. Janine
and several of us from Stauffer
walked up to the field to say
"Hi" to her Dad. Here we
found the Dean of the College,
on a tractor, leveling out the
parking lot so it would be ready
in time. Now that is true dedication
In the years since that
incident, Roy Newsom has never
ceased to amaze me. I have
never known a man who is so
down to earth, yet above us all.
Dr. Newsom, I salute you!
Susie Roberts '67
President-Elect
Whittier Alumni Association
When Founders Hall burned,
hundreds of people turned out
to watch and lament in the dark
before dawn. They were dressed
in all kinds of get-ups hurriedly
assembled—except Roy, who appeared in coat and tie, as though
on his way to Rotary Club.
Dr. Milo Connick
Many people may not know
that Roy is also an expert firefighter. One day, when I had a
13

small class meeting in my office
on the third floor of Mendenhall,
we were horrified to hear crackling overhead and looked up to
see the light fixture flaming out
and blackening the ceiling. I
rushed downstairs to report the
emergency and Roy immediately
grabbed a fire extinguisher, took
the stairs two at a time and
saved the office, if not the
building. I must say I'll never
have the services of a more
distinguished fireman.
Dr. Roberta Forsberg '36
One of my favorite recollections involves both Dr. Roy
Newsom and his charming wife.
Someone had mentioned that
Alice really liked to take time
out now and then to drive a
tractor on the ranch. This
struck me as the basis for a
nifty feature story, so I approached Roy. In his quiet and
sober way, but with a wide
grin, he said he would use his
influence to see if we could get
a picture of Alice on the tractor.
Soon afterwards, one of our
photographers called her and she
agreed to do it.
Alice, with her outgoing
friendliness, might have been in a
mood for such a picture at any

time. On the other hand, Roy's
impressive and convincing manner may have won her over. At
any rate, we ended up with a
wonderful feature on a fine
lady who has been an excellent
partner with her husband in
behalf of the College and the
Whittier community for many
long and productive years.
Roy and Alice Newsom rank
at the top of everyone's lists
of Whittier's finest couples.
Mynatt Smith
Editor & Publisher

The Daily News

After forty-four years as
student, professor, Dean and
President, W. Roy Newsom is
leaving Whittier College.
He
leaves behind legends, achievements, and a philosophy that
will be immortalized in the
College's history.
But Roy and Alice Newsom
are not really leaving. They
will often be seen on campus, as
honored guests, as beloved
friends, as dear and familiar
faces.
Their interest in the
well-being of the College and
those who serve it will only
increase as the years pass.
To Roy and Alice Newsom
come the gratitude and love of
all whom their dedicated lives
have touched. LII

Good Whittier
Timing
The following article appeared in
the May 30 edition of The Daily
News. It is reprinted here by
permission of Mr. Mynatt Smith,
Editor and Publisher.

This summer's retirement of
W. Roy Newsom as president of
Whittier College—and his succession by a former faculty
member there, Eugene Mills of
the University of New Hampshire—will mark one more of the
gradual changes in the school's
leadership that date back to
the community's founding.
When he assumed the presidency in 1975 this newspaper
commented that Newsom is a
"quiet Quaker with firm convictions on how those who pass
this way but once should comport themselves." His comportment has been an example of
strong and effective leadership
during a lifetime whose largest
portion has been spent right
here in Whittier. Newsom
grew up on a nearby ranch,
attended Whittier High and Whittier College, took his graduate
work at USC, and returned to
teach in his hometown college
because he felt he owed the
school that kind of obligation.

* * * *

His long term of service and
his contributions to Whittier
were honored the other night
at the close of the college year.
He will remain in charge until
Mills takes over late in the
summer.
The key to Newsom's career
has been his ability as a teacher.
His field has been chemistry,
with ranching an avocation or
14

sideline.
The way to teach,
said Newsom in responding to all
those who honored him at his
retirement program, is for the
teacher to spend most of the
time teaching, as opposed to
researching, and to spend it
with the students. The virtues
of that simple guideline are
self-evident.
That kind of dedication
should be sufficient to assure
Whittier College's future as a
small liberal arts institution.
True enough, it and all other
schools like it face their problems. But close attention to the
teaching function will inevitably
produce successful students, a
goal worthy of any school.

* * * *
Whittier College has a great
and growing meaning for Whittier. It is one of the largest
physical establishments in the
city. Its home base has been
heavily undergirded with new
buildings in the past decade
alone.
It is better fitted now than
in many years to be of maximum
service to community and students alike.
In its own way the college's
commencement of 1979 had a
double meaning. It represented
the close of a successful era and
marked the start of a new one
with the change in the presidency
that was announced several
weeks ago.
It comes at a time when
Whittier itself is undertaking its
own economic redevelopment in
the central business area only a
few steps from the campus. The
timing could hardly have been
better. LI

W.Old
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Irene (Marshburn '23) and G. Byron
Deshler '26 have sold their home in
Idyllwild and have moved into Claremont Manor, a retirement home.
Alice (Hawley) Haskins '24 has received
Fairfield Bay Arkansas' "Woman of
the Year" award. Alice was nominated
for the honor by that city's Toastmistress International orzanization of
which she is the president. Alice is
also active in the Fairfield Bay Little
Theatre which she helped to organize.
Don Todd '29 has had his new book
Barefoot Approach to Self-Help published by Crescent Publications, Inc.
It is a "tongue in cheek" book on selfimprovement which Don says kids a
lot of self-help books and philosophers
and psychologists.

*

30

The San Diego Union, in its "North
County Panorama" on Thursday,
March 8, published a long and beautifully written article by Carla
DeDominicis about Herschel Daugherty
'33, entitled "Aesop of Film." Below
we give some of the highlights of
Herschel's long career as a stage and
television director.
While at Whittier, Herschel was a
drama and English major and worked
his way through college as a janitor.
A member of the Orthogonians, he
was Student Body President, played
guard on the football team and was an
all-conference selection. One of the
stories he told Ms. DeDominicis
related to Dick Nixon. "As soon as
practice was over," Herschel said,
"Dick headed for the library, where he
was nearly always to be found. In
fact, one of the reasons we took him
into the fraternity was that we were all
football players. It kind of helped
to have a straight A student around!"
Herschel said he liked to think of
himself as a coach, something like
Knute Rockne. He wanted to make
it possible for actors to want to be
better than ever before, to give them
faith in themselves. Among the many
"greats" he directed were Boris
Karloff, Robert Young, Richard
Chamberlain, and William Cannon.
"Before Lome Green, Michael Landon
or Dan Blocker threw a punch in
Bonanza," wrote DeDominicis, "they
checked with Daugherty." In an
era when most directors were dreaded

Acquaintances
for their tempers and belligerance,
"Hersch" was a gentle favorite. He
would film Claudette Colbert only
from her left side, because she thought
one side of her face was flat, and he
rearranged an entire set so Bob
Cummings would be photographed
only from the right, since he was
self-conscious about a hairline cut on
the left side of his upper lip.
Herschel produced the first hourlong show ever to be televised, a
Wagon Train episode, and directed
Cimarron, the first hour-long color
show. He was nominated for an
Emmy three times, and received the
Screen Directors' Guild Award for
The Road That Led Afar, and The
Victim, with Elizabeth Montgomery
won him honors as the highest
rated movie of the 62 made for TV in
1973. Other credits include The Man
From U.N.C.L.E; Rat Patrol; Hawaii
Five-O; Chaparral; and Eastside, Westside.

In 1945, when Joan Crawford
won the Oscar for Mildred Pierce,
she gave Herschel an Oscar-engraved,
gold keychain for being her dialogue
director.
Today, living near the ocean in
Encinitas, he and Pauline (Petty '33)—
who has retired from teaching—are
redecorating their home. He's doing
all the carpentry work himself and
hopes to construct a viewing room in
which to watch his old films. He
laments the quality of today's television shows, "It reaches so many
people," he says. "It has such power.
What we hope is that it would have
something to say."
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IN MEMORIAM
Joseph Sweeney '33, Foreign Service
Officer from 1945-1968, died April
4, 1979. After leaving Whittier he
received his MA from USC and a
second master's degree and a doctorate
from the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy at Tufts University.
During World War II he worked for
the American Red Cross and then
joined the old Office of Strategic
Services. He began his State Department career in 1945 as Chief of the
British Commonwealth bureau in the
office of research and intelligence.
Subsequent assignments took him to
South Africa, the Sudan, Sweden,
Saudi Arabia and the United Nations.
In 1963 and 1964 he was deputy
chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy
in Dublin, Ireland and later tuaght
at the Armed Forces Staff College in
Norfolk, VA. From 1966-68 he was
on the board of examiners of the
Foreign Service in the State Department.
After leaving the government, Joe
taught international relations and
African history at York College in
Pennsylvania.
Our sympathy goes to his wife,
Adelaide (Rasin) '33; his brother,
Francis '37; and his son and daughter.

A lovely letter from Marianna (Mangrum) Willis '32 informs us "I retired
in '76 from the faculty at Glendora
H.S. where I had taught English for
22 years. We spent seven months
in England last year, a most interesting
experience. . . I travel, cook, garden,
conduct seminars on books for the
Episcopal Church, play a little bridge
—try to keep in touch with old
friends."
Paul M. Bixby '34 is now the acting
chairman—Retirees Section—of the
California Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
F. Albert Ellis '34 and brother Herbert
'34 have both retired. Herb had been
a research physiologist with Burroughs
Wellcome Company for many years.
A few years before retiring he coordinated the scientific computing program for their research laboratories.
Al taught at San Jose State U for
31 years. He and wife Dorothy are
enjoying their freedom and traveling.
Al writes "Last year found us exploring the grandeur of ancient Greece
and Turkey and the beauty of Yugo.

slavia. A trip with the California
Academy of Sciences to Australia
and New Zealand gave us a chance to
get into some of their National Parks
& wild country. Now we have an
opportunity to show a friend from
South Australia our own west—if the
gas shortage doesn't wipe us out."
Leona (Mendenhall) Snow '34 was
chairman of ballroom dancing at
a travel trailer rally in Fayetteville,
NC. Also this spring she was a member of a caravan down the Yucatan
Margaret (Bayley)
peninsula.
White '34 and husband Vin are living
in Joplin, MO where he has been
serving as interim pastor of the First
She writes
Presbyterian Church.
that they look forward to returning
to Oroville and a life of retirement
soon.
J. Harold Bailey '35 writes from Webster Groves, MO, that retirement is
GREAT, with time now for lapidary
work, silversmithing, photography and
gardening. He and wife Jeanne have
joined the "Snow Bunnies" and will
live in Tempe, AZ for six months of
Fall & Winter.
Virginia (Perkins) Heck '36 says that
for the past nine years she has been
involved with the development of an
intentional community—mostly Quakers—who have purchased 420 acres of
land near Santa Rosa and are working
hard to build homes and develop it
She also serves as
agriculturally.
president of the Sonoma County
YWCA, and chairman of the board of
a half-way house for men ex-offenders.
Virginia (Garretson) Carneliussen '39
writes from Santa Cruz (where she and
husband Bernard have been in the
ministry for 22 years) that son Peter
Corneliussen '76 is working on his
MA at the University of Michigan,
daughter Diane is a linguist in German,
and son Phil is an engineer......
Rachel (Browder) Willis '39 wrote of
her gratitude to Doctor Tupper, who,
she says, directly or indirectly contributed to the many successes of her
namesake Rachel Agnes Willis.
Bernice (Rozell) Parsons '39 is living
in Pittsburg, CA, where she has established a home care facility for multiple;
handicapped adults, "New Horizons."

40
Willa (Winston) Gilmore '40 was
installed president of the Assistance
League of Long Beach in April.
Beth (Garfoot) Lumpkin '41 is serving
as president of Church Women United
of Delaware County, IN.
Thelma (Spraque) Allen '43 and new
husband, Bill, combined the pleasures

of a honeymoon with the challenge
of conducting mini-workshops for
nine CASE chapters in the state and
making 14 presentations to related
organizations. Thelma is also serving
as vice president of the California
Association for Safety Education this
year.
Active in Whittier Civic life are Shirley
(Hoberg '45) and Robert Thompson
'43. Shirley is a commissioner serving
on the City of Whittier Parking and
Transportation Commission, and Bob
is chairman of the Dental Section of
Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital.
Wanda (Glossen) Bradshaw '47 has just
received her Master's Degree in materials engineering from San Jose State
U. For the past 20 years she has
worked at the Lockheed Palo Alto
Research Laboratory and is listed in
American Men and Women in Science
and Who's Who in American Women.
Julie (Chestnut) Holbrook '47 was
recently chosen as one of the year's
three "Las Distinguidas" by the
Whittier Branch of the AAUW.
James Lloyd Jones '48 is now Assistant Superintendent of Special Education Services for the Garden Grove
Unified School District. . . Frances
R. Warnock '48 happily informs us
that she is recovering from her major
surgery and will soon be returning to
work in her job as a public health
nurse for Los Angeles County Community Health Services in Torrance.
Leland Jones '49 is retiring as Superintendent—Principal of HoughtonKearney Elementary School District
in Fresno County, after 30 years in
the elementary field--coaching, teachHe and wife
ing, administrating.
Jean have moved into the Pine Mt.
Lake development area in Groveland,
CA, where they "fish, hunt and smell
the fresh air." . . Lawrence M.
Tilton '49 has joined the firm of
Clotfelter Rancho Santa Fe Real
Estate in San Diego as a full partner.
The name of the firm has been changed
to Clotfelter-Tilton County Homes.

'50*
Leona (Tragenza) Smith '51 and
Elaine dough '74 have formed a
partnership "Women in Transition,"
conducting workshops for career
oriented women. . . John E. Kelly
'51 has moved to San Luis Obispo
where he has taken the position as
West Coast Operations Director for
Brown's Shoe Fit Co. JOhn writes that
he will still be visiting Whittier as
Earl Douglas Footwear here is part of
their organization. . - Richard
Nichols '51 has been named the new
OA.2

executive manager of the Alhambra
Chamber of Commerce. Prior to his
appointment Dick served as manager
of the Alhambra Central Business
District Association. He served three
terms on the San Gabriel City Council
and twice as its mayor.
James H. Boyle, Jr. '52 has been
named vice president, in the Fiduciary Services Group of Security
Pacific National Bank.
Marilyn (Votaw) Dickey '53 is living
in Indiana with new husband, Douglas,
who is a campus minister at Purdue.
She writes that after 12 years of
teaching in La Habra she is enjoying
staying home, being involved in her
husband's work and helping her two
teen-age daughters in new ways.
Alfred Evans '53 has been assigned to
Shell Oil Company's Head Office
Purchasing Department where he is
responsible for the disposal of all
surplus materials. . . Dorothy (Mack)
Garrett '53 and husband Bill became
the proud grandparents of Shannon
Michelle, born to their son, Wayne and
his wife Kay, on December 6, 1978.
Jody (White '54) and Harold Rice
'55 have both retired, he from his
dental practice in La Mirada and she
from being a Reading specialist.
They are currently living in Provo,
UT ,where they enjoy skiing.
Joyce (Frank) Green '54 and husband
Hank have moved to Washington DC
where they are in training for assignment to the Embassy in La Paz,
Bolivia. As Defense Attache Hank
will be a senior member of the embassy staff.
Sally (Randall) Gobar '55 received
her Ph.D. from Claremont College in
May. She is a counselor at Troy High
School in Fullerton. Husband Alfred
'53 has his own economic consultant
business in Brea, "Alfred Gobar
Associates, Inc." . . Willard "Bill"
Harris '55 has been named to the
Board of Trustees at the University of
La Verne, where his uncle, Clarence
Harris is also a board member.
Mary Jean (Stoughton) Smith '55 has
moved to the Kwajalein Missile Range
in the Marshall Islands where she is
working as a programmer for McDonnell Douglas. She writes that the way
of life is very different there—very
sports oriented. Transportation is by
bicycle. She has become a scuba
diver, a square dancer and is taking a
course in Micronesian, History and Culture. Plans a July visit home to
welcome her first grandchild.
Joyce (Greve) Canfield '56 was
named as the January "Citizen of the
Month" by the La Habra Chamber
of Commerce. Joyce is in her second
year as a member of the Lowell Joint
School District.

Bruce Martin '57 was welcomed as
the new executive Manager of the
Whittier Area Chamber of Commerce
at a reception given in his honor at

Ilk

the Elks Lodge in Whittier. Over 200
people attended the affair including
Whittier Mayor Delta Murphy.

Carole (Martin '57) and Dick Pickup
'55 have moved into a new home
which they built in Laguna Beach.
Carole works part-time as a color
consultant and lecturer at the Fashion
Academy in Costa Mesa. . - Margaret
(Parker) Newsom '57 received the
Honorary Service Award from Rio
Vista Elementary PTA in Pico
Rivera at its Founders' Day program
this spring. Peggy has been a special
education teacher at Rio Vista for
eight years.
The article "Sherman Shares his
Philosophy on Education" by Bill
Hetherman in the March 1 issue of
the Pico Rivera News is reprinted in
part by permission of the Editor. We
are also grateful for permission to
reproduce the accompanying picture.
Nothing would please John Sherman '62, principal of El Rancho
High more than if educators took a
more fundamentalist approach in their
teaching. He would like to see the
three R's brought into greater focus.
The new math and other modern
teaching approaches have hardly impressed John, who sees little difference
in students and their goals and attitudes
today compared to those of his
school days.
"Kids have always wanted to
establish some identity of their own,"
John is reported as saying. "The
biggest difference today is that students have more opportunities."

He disagrees with those who say
students in the El Rancho district
are plagued by apathy, and flatly
says that there is a greater emphasis
today on career goals than when he
was in school.
"In my day, the only students
who thought they could make it in
the professional world were those
who were the offspring of doctors
and lawyers," he told Hetherman.
"Today, if a student wants to be
something, no matter what the background, the opportunities are there to
be taken advantage of."
John says that if there is less
involvement by students and parents
in extra-curricular activities today,
such as the PTA, it can be in part
attributed to the fact that more
mothers are working.
In assessing changes, John, who
prior to being named to his present
post was for seven years assistant
principal at El Rancho High and
before that a counselor and teacher
at other district schools, sees more
differences among adults and society.
"From an educational standpoint,
there should be some of the emphasis
on the basics, so that when students
graduate they'll know how to do
things like balance a checkbook,"
said John. "And parents should be
more directive in instilling a sense of
responsibility in students because,
without that, they'll never be successful in education." He is encouraged

by the district's recent adoption of
a stringent new homework policy.
"In the end," John said, "I believe
Jess Jackson's philosophy that the
learner is the key, and he or she
must exercise self-motivation."
"Not a bad bit of psychology,"
stated Bill Hetherman at the end of
his article, "from a man who only
wanted to become a teacher."

'60
David Bolick '60 was the main speaker
at the Sun City Republican Assembly
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held in April. Dave is the Executive
Vice President of the San Bernardino
Area Chamber of Commerce.
George Massick '60 has retired from
his position as assistant football coach
at Cerritos College and will move with
his family to Montana where he has
plans for a personal business venture.
James L. Romig '60 has accepted the
position as Editor-in-Chief for the University of Chicago Press. He leaves
the Senior Editor position at Scott,

Foresman and Company to accept the
Press leadership. Jim, wife Angela
and their four children hope to relocate in Hyde Park.
Don Bishop '61 was one of the 150
industrialists invited to Washington to
discuss inflation and the proposed
windfall profits tax with President
Carter in May.
Patricia (Jackson) Conner '62 was
recently elected President of the
Balboa Island Business Association.
R. LeRoy Fetterolf '62 has a new job
position as Manager of Software
Configuration Management Services
for the Navy's Tactical Systems
computer programs. . . Michael
Oldham '62 has announced his candidacy for the Long Beach Unified
School District School Board. Mike is
currently principal of Rivera Community School, a preschool through
ninth grade facility in Long Beach. Elizabeth (Ware '63) and Charles
Thayer '62 wrote to tell us how
thrilled they were to learn of Dr.
Mills' return to the College. Liz
and Chuck now live in Pacific Palisades
where Chuck is a builder-real estate
investor. Chuck plays guitar and banjo
in a Dixieland band on weekends
while Liz helps in the formation of
the California Youth Theatre. Their
two children, Alison and J.D. are now
14 and 12.

Donna (Laws) Barry '63 is living in
Little Rock, Arkansas, with husband
Pat and children Donna (11) and
Patrick (10). She is Production Control Manager of Herbst Shoe Mfg. Co.,
and also does free-lance artwork. Says
they moved to the state to satisfy
their love of duck hunting and bass
fishing. - . Nancy Cash '63 writes
from Temple City, "I continue to
teach at Arcadia HS, to publish poetry
and to make a home for my two
Vietnamese foster children, now 16
and 17."
Catherine Healy '64 is Travel Editor
on the Los Angeles Herald Examiner.
Frank Olson '64 and family have
moved to Kentucky where "we are
settled in the hills on a farm—teaching
school, writing, working in the great
outdoors."
William Stephens '65 is a candidate
for the North Hunterdon Regional
High School Board of Education in
Califon-Tewksbury, NJ. Bill is a sales
representative for Beckman Instrument Co. for whom he has worked
the last 14 years. Wife Elizabeth
(Milford '63) is a substitute teacher in
the North Hunterdon Regional District. . . Barry Uzel '65 has been
promoted to senior vice president at
Lloyds Bank California Los Angeles
Before his present
headquarters.
promotion, he was vice president and
manager of the Santa Ana corporate
office.
Phillip Derkim '66 has moved his
location and type of work from
reservation sales for United Airlines
in Seattle to computer programming
for United in Denver. . - John C.
Kemp '66 is now an associate with
Mulhearn Realty Register. He and
wife Linda (Sutton '66) live in Brea.
Bonnie (Guldstrand) Lowenstam '66
is teaching drama at Santa Fe High
School and recently had some high
praise from one of her very successful
students in an article in the Los
Angeles Times.
Richard L. Adams '67 is President of
R.L. Adams Ltd. in Newport Beach
which is in the business of providing
part-time Personnel Managers to companies who recognize their need for
a personnel manager but consider
themselves too small to employ one
full-time. . . Robert Matthew MA '67
has resigned his job as assistant superintendent, business services, in the
Covina-Valley Unified School District
to accept the position of vice president and assistant superintendent for
business in the Rancho Santiago
Community College District.
Margaret (Finley '68) and Robert
Schilling '67 live in Englewood, NJ,
with their two children. Margaret
has just been assigned to the Long

Island City, New York territory as
a professional sales representative for
Smith Kline & French Laboratories.
Lisette Scholl '67 is living in Morro
Bay where she teaches yoga, aerobics,
and other forms of fitness, as well as
courses in vision improvement through
eye exercises. She has written a book
on the subject of vision improvement
entitled Visione tics: The Holistic Way
to Better Eyesight, published by
Doubleday and Dolphin, and available
in book stores.

Brian M. McDonald '68 has been promoted to counsel in the law department at Lloyds Bank California's
Los Angeles Head office. Brian is
a member of the California State

Rick Sowers '67 led his Santa Fe
High School Chiefs to the CIF Southern Section wrestling championships.

Bar Association's Financial Institutions
Committee and the Los Angeles
Financial Lawyers Conference.

This remarkable young team has won
30 of their last 34 tournaments under
Rick's coaching.
David J. Stark '67 writes from Reno,
NV, that he enjoyed a relaxing cruise
in the Caribbean before assuming his
new position as audit manager of the
Reno office of Alexander Grant and
Co., CPA's.
Charles Brockett '68 is taking a position in the Political Science Department at the University of the South,
Sewanee, TN, beginning in the Fall.
Barbara (King) Fisher '68 has returned
to campus—she's now working with.
Student Services while husband
George studies for the ministry.
Jean-Ellen (Kegler) Jantzen '68 is
the author of the featured fiction
article "Something in Common," in
the April 1979 issue of Teen Magazine.
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Tracy (Pfeifer '68) and Jack Robison
'68 have moved to Tucson, where
Jack is working on his Ph.D. in taxation at Arizona U and Tracy is planning to continue her work as a court
reporter. Jon Alexander had his first
birthday in June. - - Lella (Daniel)
Smith '68 has reported some sad
news to us. Her restaurant, "The
Desserterie," was totally destroyed by
fire in early April. All of us here wish
her a speedy recouping. . . Eileen
(Wilson '66) and Michael Ulery '68
ask for letters from any friends from
the past. Their address is Box 5983
C/O Aramco Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.
Eileen is teaching kindergarten in the
Aramco schools.

'70
Jim Armstrong '70 is working with
Debbie Reynolds in her Las Vegas act
as a singer, dancer, and accompanist.
Todd James '70 is basketball coach at
Sierra High School in Whittier. This
year his team won the Whitmont
League championship and Todd was
selected as "Coach of the Year". Francine (Pyne) Kessler '70 is teaching
in Downey at an adult rehabilitation
center. She has 229 students, in four
wings. The center is for handicapped
and disturbed persons who have
difficulties in coping with the outside
world. In learning to communicate
with her students, Francine has learned
both signing and braille, and says she

finds both very rewarding. . . Mary
(Wong) Lim '70 and her husband
David have completed six years service
at Western Pentecostal Bible College
in British Columbia and will be spending the summer teaching in Hong Kong
at a FEAST (Far East Advanced
School of Theology) program. . . J.
Randall Seelye '70 and wife Elizabeth
live in Vallecito, Calaveras County,
where Randy works for Sonora's Daily
Union Democrat.
Kathleen Kane '71 is now a San
Francisco Bay Area attorney. She
was recently featured as the luncheon
speaker at the Santa Maria Christian
Women's Club meeting.
John Medler '71 has been appointed
president and general director of the
YMCA of Greater Whittier. John has
been associate director of the Whittier
Y for the past three years. He serves

on the College social work
committee, and is currently
ing his Master's Degree in
administration at Pepperdine

advisory
completbusiness
U.

Susan Mickiewicz '71 had an exciting
vacation last summer. She traveled
across 60 miles of Kansas prairie in a
covered wagon! Then went on a
camping and canoe trip down the
Eleven Point River in MO. Susan is
presently teaching a class of dyspasic
children in Redwood City. . . Hollie
(Sullivan) Woods '71 is teaching 2nd
grade at Farjardo School in Rowland
Heights. Hollie remarried two years
ago and now has Joy Lynn (Woods)
Tracy '71 as a sister-in-law.
Anne (Marrelli) Kelley '72 is living in
Manhattan Beach with husband Robert.
Both are completing graduate degrees
at USC, he in music, she in educational
psychology. Her Ph.D. dissertation
is a study of bibliotherapy and school
anxiety in young children. . . Susie

(Boster '73) and William H. Mason '72
live in Sonoma County where Bill has
podiatry practices in Rohnert Park and
Sebastopol, is on the medical staff at
five Sonoma County hospitals and is
chief of podiatric surgery at Sebastopol's Palm Drive Hospital.
Christine Calderon '73 became the
second woman in America and the
first in California to manage a May
Company Shopping Center when she
took over the Eagle Rock Plaza
recently.
Chris began her rising
career with May Company while a
student at the College, working parttime at the Whittier Quad store to
help pay her way through school.
From 1970-79 she served as product
safety manager as well as methods
analyst in the operations division of
May Company.
May Company Shopping Centers is a
sister company to May Co and when
they needed a manager for The Plaza
they were impressed with Chris's
work and contacted her for the job.
The Plaza has two major stores and 56
others. In her job as General Manager
Chris says, "I'm in charge of maintenance, security and just generally
seeing that everything runs smoothly,
and I love it."
Frederick Michael Foster '73 writes
that he has just returned from a
fascinating visit to Australia. While
in Melbourne he saw Amy (Shum)
Ling '74 and her husband Geoff. Amy
asks Whittier Alums to write her at
39 Josephine Ave., Mt. Waverley,
Victoria, Australia 3139. . . Dave
Gruennert '73 has signed a contract
to return to Northeast Missouri State
for another year of teaching. Wife
Verla (Driggers '75) entered the
University of Wisconsin to start work
on her Ph.D. in African Literature.
Ginger Hedges '73 is in San Diego
where she has danced in Coppelia,
Desert Song, The Nutcracker and
Giselle with the San Diego Ballet.
Roxie (Morey) Lee '73 is playing the
title role in the Long Beach Community Players production of Mary,
Mary this summer. . . Kathleen
(Petrus) Miller '73 and husband
Don are living in San Bruno where
she works for Bank of America as a
Senior Systems Analyst. . . Darlene
Seale '73 is teaching at Linfield
Christian High in Rancho, CA, where
she is chairman of the foreign language
department.
Darlene also teaches
Spanish, English, art, ceramics, yearbook publication, and is in charge of
the audio-visual department.
Edward Steiner '73 is a geologist working in Orange, Riverside, & San Diego
Counties for GeoSoils, Inc., consultants in engineering, geology, soil
mechanics and foundation engineer-
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ing. . . Georgianna (Jones) Walker
'73 writes to us from her new home
in North Dakota where she says it is
cold! Husband Frank is a veterinarian and she works part-time as a
consulting dietitian in a nursing home.
Diane Darling '75 is living in Glendora
where she is working as a claims
adjuster for an insurance company.
Michael Scott Robertson '75 received
his MD from St. Louis University in
May. . . Larry Skliar.White '75 has
been awarded a Regent's Fellowship
by UC, Santa Cruz and will begin
doctoral work there in the fall.
Carol (Blumer '74) and Gene Snook
'75 have moved to Eugene, OR,
where Gene is a salesman for Boehringer Ingelheim and Carol is substitute teaching in special education.
Garland Mark Walker '75 has updated
us on his activities since leaving the
College. He taught in Iran in '76, then
spent a year at Harvard & Newton
Theological School, where he worked
with the AFSC. At present Garland
is working toward his M.Div. at
Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley.
Wendela Whitcomb '75 is now working
at the Oralingua School for the Hearing Impaired in Whittier and is writing a reading series for deaf-aphasic
children.
Cyd (Heiden) Evans '76 and husband
Don are currently residing in Mamaroneck, NY, where Cyd is a claims
investigator for Underwriter's Adjustiing Company, a subsidiary of the
Continental Corp. Don is a systems
analyst for the same corporation.
Gloria (Hurtado '76) and Michael
Leyva '76 are living in Phoenix, AZ
where Michael is employed by the
State Department of Economic
Security. Gloria is project director
for the education component of
Valle del Sol, a non-profit community
organization in Phoenix. . . Peter
Makowski '76 was accepted at UCLA
graduate School of Hospital Administration in June '78 and after a year of
academic work is currently doing his
Residency at Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital in Whittier. Wife
Cyndi (Edgerly '77) is teaching 1st
grade in Rowland Heights and working
on her Master's at La Verne. . . Bill
Mayoral '76 has been assigned as
football coach at San Gabriel HS. Bill
has been at San Gabriel for 3 years,
working with varsity football and has
been head wrestling coach. . . Chris
Page '77 spent the last three months
studying at the Sorbonne in Paris and
"discovering a city, her cafes, her
museums, her jardins, theatres, Gothic
churches, literature
Cynthia (Carpenter) Pettross '77 and
husband Bill are medical students
at Emory University in Atlanta,

Georgia—Bill is in his second year and
Cici finishing her first. . . Ron Polk
'77 is currently performing with the
Swiss National Circus as an acrobatic
Cossack rider! Circus is a very serious
form of entertainment in Europe and
Ron tells us he and wife Dolly,a
dancer, are treated extremely well.
Paul Philips '77 has been named the
new City Manager for the City of
South El Monte. Paul was budget
officer for the University of Oregon
in Lowell, OR, until January of this
year when he returned to El Monte to
fill the position of interim director of
community development and planning.

Do You Know
Where They Are?
We have no addresses for the
following alumni in our files.
If any of their classmates can let
us know how to contact them,
we will be most grateful. We
listed missing alumni from 1907
thru the 1940's in the last issue
and this issue continues with
those from the 1950's.

1950
Francis D. Pombar '77 has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in
the U.S.Air Force upon graduation
from Officer Training School at
Lackland AFB, TX. Francis, selected

through competitive examination for
attendance at the school, now goes to
Lowry AFB, CO, for training and
duty as an intelligence officer.
Carmen Areidhammer '78 is working
as a child care worker at Maryvale in
Rosemead, a private placement institution for girls ages 3 to 18. . . Jeffrey M. Horrigan '78 is a second
lieutenant in the Marine Corps at
Camp Pendleton, CA, where he has
just completed the Amphibian Vehicle
Officer Course. . . Randall W. Swan
'78 has been commissioned to Ensign
in the U.S. Navy. Randy is currently
at the Newport, RI Naval facility.

Dean H. Akin
John R. Anderson
Windon G. Arens
Robert Gordon Baker
Charles Andrew Ball
Paul Banker
David Keith Baxter
Robert F. Benoit
Virginia Anne Betz
Albert Eugene Bliss
Truman Preston Brewster
Roy Carter
Mary (Crawford) Whitman
Robert V. Curtis
Meryon (Dillinger) Chapman
Norma Jean Dingle
Ben Frank Doke, Jr.
Katherine Bullard Dougherty
Frank Rudolph Fahnestock
Rita (Farrer) Knowles
Monna Kay Ferguson
Richard Michael Galvez
Robert W. Gartin
Richard A. Hart
Charles L. Hitt
Marjorie A. (Homer) Hone
Ruth (Housler) Jones
C. Del Hungerford
Landis (Johnston) Merrill
Earl Kelso Kelley
Robert L. Kesler
Marilyn (King) Philip
Paul William Lawhorn
Barbara Ann LeGrand
Bill V. Lovelady
Hugh S. MacCoil
Yorimi Matsumoto
Troy A. McClure
Robert M. McNamara
Maile Kay (Metzler) King
Harry L. Morris
Jack Mounts
Lowell Petterson
Robert Plank
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Virginia Jo Poison
Jerry H. Rouzer
Harold Eugene Seal
Loretta (Seay) Cady
Donald Shaffer
George Corlett Speer
Larry A. Stanfield
Charles H. Storing
Jack B. Stutesman
Richard T. Thompson
Darlo W. Walton
Margaret (Way) Gauger
Sally Jeanne (Webster) Anderson
Joseph Wilcox, Jr.
Paul L. Winsor
Robert Lester Witt
Walter Arthur Witt
Paul David Wofford
Craig Barrett Wright
Oscar Dean Wright

1951
Donald Sprogle Adams
Marsden Earl Albright
Joan Effie Arant
Ella (Bachkova) Mustoe
Mary (Bleming) Dyer
Lorenzo Gartano Bonazzola
Loralee (Boone) Kendall
Sherman Boring
Barbara Ann (Brown) Grimm
William Arthur Brown
Victor George Burgard
Paul H. Caldwell
Ray W. Caldwell
Shirley Irene Carroll
Eugene G. Carson
Howard L. Case
Ronald W. Chapman
Mary Lee (Christian) Molnar
Thomas John Ciagett
Jack Harold Cooper
James H. Copeland
William 0. Craven
Robert W. Davenport
Murl S. Davis
Harry Derbyshire
Richard E. Elias
James Nathan Elliott
James S. Engstrom
Paul Albert Erickson
Robert Miller Fredrickson
Evelyn (Frost) Smith
Harriet Elizabeth George
Rollie 0. Giles
Marguerite (Gilliam) Tuthill
Gloria Deane Goslin
Brian Downing Gregory
Frederick Daniel Grundeman

Janet Ruth Gudgell
Dorothy Jean Hall
Margaret (Hall) Westfall
George E. Hartshorne
Delbert A. Heil
Arthur Lee Hicks
Dorothy Jean (Johnson) Bench
Barbara Ann Jones
Theadora Ann (Karisen) Kaithoff
James C. Kennedy
Eduardo Arenas Keys
Frances (Kuizer) Simonin
Donald W. Kyhos
Gwen (Lamson) Mulholland
Berle Amos Lanterman
Edward John Loftus
Jean W. Lowery
Otis M. Lytle, Jr.
Sally Mae (Martin) Cooper
Joy Mae Mathews
John Robert Mawhinney
Joy (McKillop) Craig
Robert Bruce McRae
Geraldine U. McWhorter
Louis Washington Miles
Mildred (Moore) Barnett
Lee (Munson) Nelson
Jeanete (Ofsthun) Congdon
Robert David Peirce
Edward H. Powell
Margaret H. Rice
William H. Richardson
Margaret E. Richards
Ellen Louise (Robinson) Poletti
Marilyn L. (Robinson) Rands
Motoi Satomi
Cassie Marie (Smith) Heddens
Donald K. Sorsabal
Shirley Claire Starrett
Joanne St. Louis
Bonnie Jean (Strang) Skiff
Amos L. Strawhun
Joy C. (Stute) Elwell
Maxine (Sutter) Taylor
Anne F. Thompson
John Nicholas Toly
Julian C. Wells
Catherine Elizabeth Wickman
John A. Wilfong
Donald Winn
Williston Wirt, Jr.
Glenn A. Wood, Jr.
Roland J. Worthy
Connie (Wurst) Noll
Herbert M. Yorba
Elizabeth L. (Zilla) Eggleston

1952
Carita (Ackerman) Knapp

Joe Othon Barron
Richard L. Barton
Harris Thomas Bengtsson
Roland P. Bergeron
Sara Huntington (Blake) Hunt
Barbara Jean Bolton
Janet Claire Boone
Arthur Boske
Clayton E. Briggs
Raymond Francis Brow
Clarence E. Brown
Marilyn A. Brown
Henry Fletcher Burmann
D. Elizabeth Butler
Frances Ruth Carter
Nadine Anne Castor
Nancy Nedra Clark
Doris Cottingham
George Bruce Cottrell
La Donna Eva Coulter
Russell W. Cuthbert, Jr.
Ralph Allison Davis, Jr.
Gretchen JoAnn Dilbeck
Madeline (Dreesman) Palmer
Patricia Ann Duke
Estelle Edelman
Doris Jeanne Egan
Joan Marie Epp
Yvonne (Estevanez) Parrish
Charles Claude Faught
William E. Florcyk
Louise Bertha Ganz
Charlotte (Garrett) Vansell
Helen Marie Geladas
Bernard M. Gilbert
Robert W. Gregory
Fred Charles Harrison
Luella (Callan) Hartman
Janet Kathryn Howell
Jean S. Imamura
Mance Cal Jackson
Robert L. James
Adreon Beauton Johnston
Mary Carolyn Jones
Donald Martin Jones
Winna Sue Kimmick
Ivan J. King
Laurence Iner Knudsen
Robert Jiro Kobayashi
George Albert Lambell
Billy Clyde Love
Marilyn (Lundeen) Lombardo
Isabelle (Maniscalo) Wels
Everett W. Matzigkeit
Margaret (McClelland) Boese
Elizabeth (McKinnan) Chenney
Donald Merker
Janet Elizabeth Meyer
Robert M. Miller
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John Charles Mitchell
Dick Henry Morgan
Alice Louise Needham
Marie (Neely) Moreland
Robert S. Nickeri
James Stephenson Ober
Larene Ellen (Orem) Cooper
Max Patterson
Jerry P. Porter
Diane L. Puls
Nancy (Ranger) Chapman
John McVenn Ranson
Miriam Ruth Rayburn
Pedro Jauregui Reyes
Edgar Reynolds
John F. Schofield
Ramona (Sellars) Hofmann
Dora May Julian Spencer
Virginia Anne Stevens
Sarah (Streeter) Harrison
Donald Malcoln Tanner
Joan Helen Tilton
Joanne Carol (Walton) Watson
Donna Jean Wild
William Raymond Willard
Gloria Ann Woolaver
Robert Milton Worthy

1953
Andrew Otis Austin
Walter L. Ayling
Marcella (Baird) Sowers
Margaret Lois Barnett
Beulah (Basten) Lesikar
Janice Sue (Beecher) Westfall
Howard William Billeter
Patsy Ann (Bishop) Allen
Betty Jo (Block) Sanditz
Jeanne Ellen Bolton
James Edward Brady
Ernest Walter Brees, Jr.
W. Elaine Burgess
Janice Lorriane Chavers
Phyllis Lea (Christensen) Gatson
Edward Thomas Clark, Jr.
Barbara Jean Crawford
William Jack Cross
Fred E. Davis
Billie Sandra Dinwiddie
James Cory DiPeso
Barbara Joan Drake
Bonnie Lee Ellington
Jay D. Fair
Keo (Fisher) King
Kenneth James Freese
Doris (George) Sharp
Marjorie May Gibson
William Adelbert Hackett
Mildred Elizabeth (Hall) Adams

Merna Louise Harris
Wayne H. Harris
Kennard E. Haworth
Phyllis (Ho) Wong
John E. Huffstutter
Mary Ella Hundley
Bruce Kilborn Huribert
Janet Elizabeth (Janke) Kirby
Astrid Louise Jensen
Virginia Elaine Kurth
Carolyn Anne (Logan) Morris
Marlene (Macfarlane) Averre
Robert L. Major
Robert Oren Martin
Walter Henry Mattke
Louis Lynn McCullem
Marilyn (McSween) Leckman
Douglas Clare McSweeney
Ronald S. Miller
Stephen George Mioch
Mary Frances Neston
Henry Lowell Nichols
Joyce Louise (Polley) Naegle
Welson G. Powers
Barbara Grace Reel
Joyce Dolores Reynolds
Marcia Rogers
Ross W. Rohn, Jr.
Ronald Raymond Salo
Alice Ann (Sawyer) Bauer
Sylvia Ann Scarborough
Marjorie Ann Scholl
Frances B. Sheddan
Hazel La Verne (Sheldon) Lent
Joyce (Sherburne) Stradtlander
Ronald Richard Sherinian
Roland Robert Spencer
George HerbertSteele
Nancy Ann Shaw Sutton
Leo R. Vallee
Marilyn (Votaw) Walker
Mary Jane (Viall) Boudrias
Norman Walker
Marilyn Florence Webb
Arlene E. Woods
Regina T. Zirkelbach

1954
James Floyd Ackley
David M. Allan
George V. Blankenbaker
Barbara Ann Bowman
Thomas Elmer Brentnall, Jr.
Marilyn J. (Brock) Dustin
Barbara (Bullard) Forcella
Marie (Carlson) Johnson
Alvin M. Clark
Lela Winifred Combs
Kathleen N. (Davis) Polk

Yoland Eugenie de Fere
LeRoy Glen Eisenbise
Wesley E. Ellis
Shirley Ruth Fishke
Particia Jane Fitzpatrick
Joyce (Fleming) Whittemore
Blair Christensen Gibbons
Suzanne E. Graeflin
Sally Jo Anne Griffith
Humberto P. Gurule
Margery (Hanks) Josephson
Fay Annette Hewitt
William D. Hill
Carl Raymond Johnson
Robert Lee Johnson
Robert Lee Kohlbush
Kolene Kruse
Ann Lorent Larkin
Diane Lau
Barbara G. Leishman
Ross Lewis
Nancy (Lillibridge) Buchner
Rudolph B. Meoli
Azalene Adele Middleton
Orson J. Morgan
Arthur D. Norcross, Jr.
Barbara Lee (Owen) Weir
David Peel
Edmund M. Pencin
Helen Leigh (Potts) Wood
Geraldine (Ross) Wagner
Ernest L. Sahagun
Harvey DeWitt Smith
Patricia (Spaulding) Huffman
Carla C. (Tower) Christie
Anne C. Trueblood
Owen Keith Tucker
Thomas James Voelkel, Jr.
James Minor Watson
Louis Fred Wickser, Jr.

1955
Virginia Lee (Allen) Phillips
Elizabeth Bacon
Loren R. Barber
Denise Diane Barrows
Robert C. Beach
Roger L. Becker
Fay Bowen
Laura Lee Bowie
Edward E. Boyd
Julian R. Bradford
Sallie Ann Brown
Susan Ann (Brumley) Stone
John Casias, Jr.
Helen (Cieslinski) Cheney
Yi Suk Choo
Roderick L. Cookus
Walter Scott Davis
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Carolyn (Drain) Watilo
Janet (Fisher) Ellis
Patricia Lynn Fox
Ethel (Frame) Wynn
Phyllis (Freeman) Lipstrap
N.E. Haack
Eskaleen (Hammond) Alexander
Patricia K. (Hanbery) Kellogg
Patricia Jean Hart
Robert Paul Hayden
Lawrence Eugene Hayes
Winifred (Heth) Exelby
Carolyn Hill
Joan Vivian (Hooper) Dube
Joan Louise (Joyce) Greggans
Betty Mae (Kaylor) Luce
Viviane (Larson) Webber
Vivian (Low) Paiva
Bruce J. Martin
G. Duane McKinney
James L. McKrell
Thomas C. McLean
Nancy J. (Miller) Adams
Myra Catherine Mills
Marley Grace Moe
Robert D. Odle
0. Janeice (Payne) Cummings
Tony F. Pena
Beverly Kay Penfield
Anthony Philip Persi
Axel J. Petersen
Ruth Lillian (Phillips) Njust
Norman Eugene Prock
James Martin Pullman
David Keith Puls
Diane Grace Raymond
Mildred (Roberts) Wolvin
Helen (Rose) Fitzgerald
C. Louise (Smith) Herr
Carol (Stevens) Walker
Nancy J. (Talley) Hale
Marshall E. Thorsen
Herman Nelson Trumper
Judy Lee (Ulrich) Freeman
Raymond L. Wallner
Jeanne (Webster) Bradbury
Marjorie A. (Wilkin) Haack
Marie Babette Wisbar
Jane Anne Wood
Mary Ellen (Wright) Scott
Jeanette B. (Zurcher) Winn

1956
William Muirhead Adams
Carole Elaine (Adair) Nusbaum
Winnifred (Aubrey) Knighton
Rhea Babbit
Lois (Barnett) Patterson
Phillip Y. Black

Silas Henry Burnham
Ruth (Carter) D'Angelo
Carolyn (Coleman) Penning
Albert H. Cough
Patricia Ann (Davies) Morris
Mary Elaine (Davis) Grable
Walter Scott Davis
Robert H. Deatrick
Virgil D. DeLapp
Charlotte Dierking
Katherine J. Donald
Joseph P. Donoho
Beverley (Dowen) Moeller
William Dube
Gail Ann (Elliot) Chamberlain
Arthur Dean Gosch
Suzanne (Graeflin) Cornell
Milton K. Hans, Jr.
Lois (Harding) Schofield
Barbara A Hardy
Marilyn A. Harrison
Ruth Mary Hart
Annice DaVee (Haugh) Ancona
Mary Louise Heiken
Virginia Hixson
Frank Stan Hubert
Diana Marie Hulich
Marian (Humphrey) Davidson
Elaine J. Hungerford
Claire C. Johnson
Joyce (Jones) Harris
William C. Jouvaenat
John J. Kincel
Kenneth N. Kleist
William B. Kountz, Jr.
Arthur L. Lindberg
Tom Wayne Long
Wells A Macoy
Carole Joan Matthiessen
Frankie Marie McWilliams
Lois (Miller) Winslow
MacBee Mills
Johnnie Allen Moore
Marilyn Gay Moore
Ray Mooshagian
Theo Mueller
George Robert Neff
Walter I. Niebrzydowski
Patricia (Padgham) Graff
Rita (Paris) Cowell
Robert W. Pease
Patricia Anne Phillips
Sharon Leann Poorman
Lucinda Powell
Janet (Prather) Foote
Valerie (Price) Bourland
Walter F. Reiss
Arthur L. Reynolds
Eileen (Roche) Stone

Barbara (Roney) Gilbert
Norman E. Ryerson
Evelyn (Sayles) Gunn
Margaret (Starner) Spriestersbach
William Stephens
William MacKenzie Stratton
Nicholas Z. Street
Mary (Supina) Sutherland
Keiji Taki
Donna Kay (Thomas) Tabb
Paul Franklin Thompson
Dale M. Waldbilig
Shirley R. Walton
Nancy Ann (Weaver) Piirto
Ian Whyte
Albert Deane Williams
Doris Jean Williams
Edna Mae Williams
Donafred (Woehner) Shuman
Agnes S. Wood
Ronald Keith Woodward

1957
Carole E. Adair
Alice (Barnes) Spruance
James Morris Boeker
Sally A. Brainard
Dolores (Bredahi) Roach
Mary LaVerne Christy
Robert E. Collins
Derrell D. Conner
Shirley Ann Davis
Janet Ruth Dixon
Albert Dominguez
William E. Dorgeloh
Adrienne Douglas
Patricia (Eastman) Graham
Barta Hope (Edey) Johnson
John R. Ehrle
Charles H. Exelby
Georgia (Frame) Dover
Thomas S. Garrett
Marcus A. Gartner, Jr.
John T. Gibbons
Virginia Grace Goble
Phyllis (Greenhaigh) Short
Joseph Theodore Gudmundsson
Charles Paul Hasley
Jerome T. Holland
William Lee Holmes
Marilyn (Hunter) Blake
Florence Ann (Hury) Jackson
Audrey Carolyn Johnson
Thomas Byrnes Jones
Clarence H. Kieselhorst
Barbara (Lentz) Taylor
Daniel McCaughna
James Alexander Moore
Danny Myers
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New
Hi g her
Rates
As
High
As
12%
W hi tti e r
College

Gift
Annuity
A gift annuity provides:
1.Guaranteed income for life.
2.An immediate charitable
tax deduction.
3.A major portion of each
yearly payment is tax free.
4.Personal satisfaction.
(Turn page for sample rates)

Sample Rates

Whittier
College
Gift
Annuity

Dorothy Louise Ogan
Robert Alan Malone Peters
Atis V. Petersons
Ruth (Pettigrew) Bollier
Marilyn (Pugh) Kalabsa
Natalie Tistich
Ann Catherine (Robertson) Root
Richard LeRoy Salberg
Frank J. Sekeris
Janet Carol Smith
Verlyn Wayne Stalians
Mariko Nunokawa Tajima
Patricia (Thomsen) Pingston
James D. VerSteeg
M. Virginia Watson
Reginald Allen White
A. Janet (Winfrey) Adams
Marilyn (Wyatt) Harlan
Janet (Yarnold) Lewis

1958
Single Rates for Men or Women
Age
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Rate of
Annual
Income
5.6%
5.6
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.9
6.0
6.1
6.1
6.2
6.3

Rate of
Annual
Age Income
67
6.4%
68
6.5
69
6.6
70
6.8
71
6.9
72
7.1
73
7.3
74
7.5
75
7.7
76
7.9
77
8.2
78
8.4

Rate of
Annual
Age Income
79
8.7%
80
9.0
81
9.3
82
9.6
9.9
83
84
10.2
10.5
85
10.8
86
11.1
87
11.4
88
11.7
89
90 and 12.0
over

Annuity for Two Lives
(The rate is the same for males and
females)
Ages
65/60
65/65
70/65
70/70

Rate
5.5%
5.7%
5.8%
6.1%

Ages
75/70
75/75
80/75
80/80

Rate
6.3%
6.7%
7.0%
7.6%

Ages Rate
85/80 8.1%
85/85 9.0%
90/85 9.8%
90/90 11.1%

cut along dotted lines

For a free booklet on Gift
Annuities, fill in name and
address and mail today to
College Advancement Office,
Whittier College, Whittier,
CA 90608.
Name
Street
City

Zip

Donald K. Alford
Maxine Lee Andre
Dennis Lloyd Barn bauer
Frances Margaret Barnes
Gayle (Bitterrnann) McGough
William Tibbets Black
Ronald Lee Boostrom
Carletta Anne Brandt
Margery Brown
Susan Clare Cartmell
Mary (Champion) Coffelt
Kenneth Class
Gladys Maudevelyn Cox
Willard Max Dollard
Geraldine 0. Foye
Harvey Paul Garcia
Doree Lee Graham
Nancy Louise Gresham
Charles F. Gritzer
Robert Michael Hall
Richard B. Hailer
Michael John Newton Hillman
Carol Ann Hume
George D. Jenkins
Vera Carol Johnston
Donna Jean Jones
Barbara Y. (Klink) Thomas
Helene Carol Krasnow
Wilma Jean (Little) Gritzer
Margot Qndrea Long
Robert Lavelle Looper
Ann (MacCubbin) Chapman
Marilyn (Mathew) Castlebery
Margaret (McDonald) Hays
Leonard Metz
Patsy Jane Miller
Joan Mae Newman
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Marilyn Aika Okawa
Charlotte Headrick Owens
Frank W. Patterson, Jr.
Nancy Lee Pearce
Robert Baird Peterson
Patricia A. Philips
Donald Griffith Renner
Edwin Neill Richards
Carol Ellen Roberts
Kay Ivry Rue
Mary Ann Russ
Lorna D. Russell
Louis Dickson Saffels
Beverly Lee Lloyd Smith
Judith Maribel Spengler
Alvin M. Tanabe
Miriam (Thien) Hubbert
Joan Tomlinson
Penelope Marion Vaughn
Albert Waldinger
David Westsmith
Sherman E. Whittington
Wilma Lois (Wiley) Tadder
Anita Berneace Wilson
Joan (Wolfenden) Thompson
Sharon Jane Wright
Jane Reiko Yoshihara

1959
Irene (Alba) Young
John Russell Bates
Richard A. Bourne
Henry Boutell
Jane (Brennan) Mele
Karen Kathleen Broman
Robert Bruce
Linda Gail (Cox) Bradley
Alice Fuller (Dixon) Layne
Richard Thorval Ellis
Nancy Sue Galloway
Douglas Leroy Hall
Edna Greenup Jamison
Norma Jean Kettle
Dorothy Poole King
Karen (Land) Stalians
Steven K. Lawton
Jack MacLellan
Joseph Matich
Max McCartney
Thomas McCreary
Mary Jane Moore
Dianna (Nielsen) Nilsen
Steve Paulson
Shirley (Redmond) Evers
Robert G. Rees
Philip A. Rue
Patricia R. Sax
Sue Spencer
James Sturgeon

Faye Ruth (Voss) Harris
Sandra Lee (Warren) Hayes
David A. Young
Delores (Young) Jackson

Marriages
Cyndi Edgerly '77 to Peter Makowski
'76, April 7, 1979
Cydney Heiden '76 to Don Evans,
March 3, 1979.
Sandra Johnson '76 to Michael Moore,
May 12, 1979.
Gro Styrmo to Richard Levandowski
'74, August, 1978 in Oslo, Norway.
Elizabeth MacDonald '72 to John P.
Tonge, August 19, 1978.
Kathleen Petrus '73 to Don Miller,
May 5, 1979.
Jane Lucinda Dawson to Allen Robert
Reedall, Jr. '76, May. 1979.
Elizabeth Anne Delay to J. Randall
Seelye '70, March 24, 1979.
Thelma V. Sprague '43 to William A.
Allen, February 3, 1979.
Joan Florence Taylor '78 to John A.
Emerson, February 10, 1979.
Sharon Lynn Soneo Uyeda '77 to
Jonathan Eno '70, April 14, 1979.
Marilyn Grace Votaw '53 to Douglas
A. Dickey, January, 1979.

Births

In Memoriam

To Sharon and Charles Brockett '68,
a daughter, Kathryn, January 28,
1979. A sister to Aaron (6).
To Linda (Chandler '78) and Steve
Ralph, a daughter, Cassandra Marie,
March 18, 1979.
To Irma and Al Gamboa '76, a son,
Benjamin Allen, January 13, 1979.
To Elizabeth (Haack '74) and Jim
Hersch, a son, Jeremy Daniel, April
24, 1978.
To Marilyn (Graham '67) and Lewis
Jones '67, a son, Benjamin Eugene,
September 24, 1978.
To Gloria (Hurtado '76) and Michael
Leyva '76, a son, Philippe Estevan,
September 22, 1978.
To Marsha (Metzger '74) and David
Bowser, a son and first child, Scott
Baxter, March 14, 1979.
To Elaine (Morse '70) and Michael
Newton, a son, Christopher Michael,
January 24, 1979.
To Laura (Mulcahey '79) and Frank
Pombar '77, a daughter, Amanda
Marie, on April 13, 1979.
To Claudia (Biel '74) and Jerry Root
'72, a son, Jeremy Raymond, August
15, 1978.
To Karen (Berg '68) and Frank
Sinatra III, '68, a daughter, Jennifer
Ann, November 29, 1978.
To George Sun '71 and his wife, a
daughter, January, 1979 in Kobe,
Japan.
To Louise (Zarkovich '71) and Robert
Coats, a son, David Robert, November
20, 1978.

'09 Olema (Rees) Whitlock, April 9,
1979.
'16 Raymond E. Binford, 1979.
'17 Donald H. Douglas, December,
1978.
'17 J. Clifford Setzer, March 31, 1979.
'19 Edith (McCaslin) Cammack,
November 2, 1979.
'19 Peter E. Sharpless, May 18, 1979.
'22 Samuel Walker, March 31, 1979.
'28 Franklin Starbuck, 1979.
'29 Harold E. Marling, February,
1979
'33 Harold Space, April 6, 1979.
'39 Lawrence F. Converse, 1979.
'42 Tressa (Young) Gates, April, 1979.
'45 Joy (Haber) Fort, January 6,
1979.
'48 Mary Lorene (Lowe) Meili,
April, 1979.
'49 Rea Berry, August, 1978.
'51 Charles H. Phillips, May 17, 1979.
'56 Shirley Hampton, January, 1979.
'56 Barbara (Forgie) Throop, April,
1979.
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FromThe
Bookstore

Tall water glass (purple and gold)

$3.49

Stubby water glass (purple and gold)

378

Candy-filled apothecary jar

670

Lucite keychain

198

ORDER FORM
Please send me the marked items. I enclose my check for $
including $1.00 per item (keychain $.50) for shipping
and handling. (California residents, please add 6% sales tax.)
Name

Class

Address

Phone

City

State

Zip

May 26, 1979
It was the best of times, it was
the worst of times. It wasn't
Alger's rags to riches, but there
was something of the feeling of
that historical journey from the
log cabin to the White House. It
was nostalgic and it was anticipatory. It was sad and it was a
celebration.
Commencement was over. The
pomp and the circumstance, the
speeches and the honorary degrees. The Alma Mater had once
more been sung. The hard-won
diplomas were clutched in excited hands. The congratulations were received with exuberant hugs and kisses. Families
departed to commemorate the
occasion in their own special way.
And there was another festivity, another dinner, at which
family and friends were gathered.
In the Campus Inn, transformed
for that night by individual tables,
with flowers in the traditional
purple and gold of the College.
More than 400 relations, friends,
classmates, today's colleagues,
former faculty, Trustees and wellwishers from the community had
come to do honor to President
and Mrs. W. Roy Newsom. The
event could have been held in an
exclusive club, or a well-known
restaurant, but for Roy and Alice
Newsom that wouldn't have felt
right. They "were" the College,
and the College was where such a
function should be given.
The eloquent Dr. Paul S. Smith,
President Emeritus and Chancellor, was there, but he had declined to take a prominent part.
This was Roy's day, not his, he
had said. And Clint Harris, Trustee and classmate, who had come
from Palm Springs because his
friendship and that of his wife,
Flora (Honeyman '35), for Roy
and Alice wouldn't let them miss
the occasion. On the way to Whittier, the fan on their car broke.
Clint was quite prepared to take
a taxi the entire way if it couldn't
be fixed, but it was, and they
were there.

The Newsom family. (Clockwise) Dr. W. Roy Newsom, Julianna
Miller; Janine (Newsom) Miller '66; John Miller; Cindy (Newsom)
Cain '80; Larry R. Cain; Herb Newsom '53; Nina (Newsom) Gilchrist
'69; Rick Gilchrist '68; David Newsom '78; Alice Newsom.

Dr. Carl L. Randolph, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees.
The Reverend Kiane Robison,
Minister of Whittier Friends
Church.

Dr. Charles Browning, Professor
of Sociology.

Dr. Jack Spence '42.
The tables were filled and the
hum of conversation faded as Dr.
Carl L. Randolph, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, introduced the Rev. Klane Robison,
Minister of the Whittier First
Friends Church, who delivered
the Invocation. Dr. Robison
presented a plaque from the
Church in token of the heritage
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Roy and his family share with
the College, that of the Society
of Friends.
Dinner was served, and then the
Newsom family—Alice and Roy,
their son Herb '53, and daughters
Janine Miller '66 and Nina Gilchrist '69, their sons-in-law, John
Miller and Rick Gilchrist '68, and
their grandchildren, David Newsom '78, Cindy (Newsom '80)
Cain and her husband Larry, and
young Julianna Miller were intro-

duced and were acknowledged
with affectionate applause.
Dick Thomson '34, Director of
Alumni Relations, told of his first
meeting with Roy and Alice as a
shy and rather homesick freshman, and the friendship that has
endured since 1930. Dr. Jack
Spence '42 spoke of the confidence Roy had inspired in his
chemistry students, and his encouragement through their graduate years.
Then Dr. Charles Browning, Professor of Sociology, spoke for
the faculty and interjected a note
of humor."Many students," he
said, "don't want any part of going to college in the same area
where they have gone to elementary and secondary schools—but
not our friend Roy. No one was
able to keep him away from the
College, and once he got in, none
of us has ever found a way to get
him out of here!" He mentioned
Roy's rise in the College hierarchy, from professor to chairman of the department, to Dean,
to Vice President, and finally to
President, and of his continued
and deep love of Whittier. "But,"
Browning said, "the College was
not Roy's first love. In his freshman year—while the depression
was on, he conned Alice Morgan
into believing that two could live
cheaper than one, that is, if she
would marry him and go to work
so he could keep in school. And
work she has, ever since, along
with bringing up their three
children. By that time, Roy had
learned that one plus one are
sometimes five, not two!"
Browning told of Roy's attachment to Naylor Hall, and how he
"gave it cosmetic attention,
regularly. It had to be the most
frequently painted hail of learning on campus," he said. "Painted
it himself, in his spare time, that
is, when he wasn't underneath a
student's car, helping get the
thing going again, or repairing
watches, or modifying or designing some piece of equipment."
He mentioned other incidents
that brought laughter—the sul-

Vice President Dennis J. Murray with Trustee Charlotte Fusco.
phuric odor emanating from the
lab, that not all the smell of fresh
paint could eliminate; the time
Roy tried to fix the electrical
supply in old Founders Hall and
received a violent shock for his
efforts.
"Then," Browning continued
when the laughter had died down,
"there is the mystery of his first
name. All any of us has ever seen
are the signatures, Roy, Roy Newsom, or W. Roy Newsom. But
we have decided not to let that
bother us any longer. After half a
century of association with and
service to this College and community, we propose that he be
christened a second time—that
the "W" now stand for Whittier
Roy Newsom."
Browning ended with these
words: "So now, Mr. President,
Christian gentle man, devoted
family man, friend with both a
capital and a small "f", master
teacher and generous colleague,
your fellow faculty members
salute you!"
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The last tribute came from Bob
Mendes, Student Body President,
who referred to Dr. Newsom's
willingness to listen to suggestions
or grievances, and the general
esteem in which he was held by
the graduating class of '79 and
their fellow-students.
Earlier in the day, the members
of the chemistry department had
presented Roy with a plaque, to
hang in the Faculty Center and
to be inscribed annually with the
name of the most outstanding
chemistry student of the year;
and the Office of College Advancement had given Alice and
Roy a "Memory" book in which
were letters received from many
of those who had known them,
served with or under Roy, or
been his classmates during the
long years at the College.
Dr. Randolph introduced a
number of official guests who
made presentations. Mrs. Delta
Murphy, Mayor of the City of
Whittier, presented a Resolution
on behalf of the community;

Alice and Roy Newsom responding to the applause of over 400
individuals attending his retirement dinner in the Campus Inn.
another was received from Assemblyman Dave Stirling and
Senator William Campbell on
behalf of the California State
Legislature; and yet another
from Dr. Don L. Jenkins, Vice
President and Assistant Superintendent of Rio Hondo Community College, on behalf of
its President.
The honorary degree, which
had been bestowed on Roy
during Commencement was
referred to by Dr. Randolph,
after which Dr. Don Armstrong,
Professor of Chemistry, presented
a plaque which named a chemistry
lab in honor of Roy for his many
years of untiring service; and
Jessamyn West McPherson uncovered the Presidential portrait
which will hang in Mendenhall
along with those of the other
nine Presidents of the College.
There was an expectant hush as
Vice President Dennis J. Murray
escorted Trustee Charlotte Fusco
to the podium, both of them
beaming in anticipation of the

surprise their announcement was
going to give the President and
his Lady.
"Thanks to all here," Charlotte
said, "and to many others who
couldn't make it, it is my very
great pleasure to tell everyone
that over $120,000 has been
raised for the W. Roy and Alice
Newsom Endowed Scholarship."
Although many of those present
had known there was to be such
a scholarship, and indeed had
contributed to it, the amount
that had been received to date
had not been made public until
this moment. There were amazed
whispers of "Whew!" and "Oh"
when the announcement came
over the loudspeakers, the most
audible coming from those at
the Newsom table.
Then W. Roy Newsom stepped
to the podium with Alice, as
always, by his side. There was
complete silence for a moment.
Then, "Wow!" the President said.
"That's all I can say," he repeated. "Wow! I'm overwhelmed.
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That honorary degree you kept
so well from me—I thought I
knew what was going on in this
institution, but that was a surprise. And now this!"
He reminisced for a while about
earlier days. How after he had
received his graduate degrees
from USC he had had three offers
from separate institutions. Two
of which offered more money,
"But I chose Whittier," he said
because I felt an obligation to
repay the College for all it had
done for me."
He continued in a more serious
vein, explaining that whereas
other institutions laid great emphasis on research and learned
publications, the close relationships between teachers and students were more important at
Whittier and were what had made
the College outstanding. He expressed his hopes that this would
not be lost sight of in the future.
Then once again he thanked all
those, present and absent, for
their demonstrations of loyalty
and assured everyone of his and
Alice's continued support for the
College they love so dearly.
Grown men don't cry, those of
another generation were told
before the psychiatrists said we
should "let it all out," but there
were grown men as well as women
in the Campus Inn at that moment who were not ashamed of
their tears as they rose to give
President and Mrs. Newsom a
standing ovation.
Chaplain Jon Moody then gave
the following Benediction, as all
bowed their heads:
"Eternal God, whose vision inspired the founders of Whittier,
You have blessed us with Roy
Newsom and with Alice Newsom.
We thank You for these many
years, and for their many contributions and their dedication to
our community. We thank You
because in meeting people who
care, we meet You. Now go with
them, be with them, inspire them,
love them, and be with us all,
now and always. Amen." LI

Ruth Shannon:
New Trustee

45th Reunion of
the Class of '34

The recent appointment of
Ruth B. Shannon to the College
Board of Trustees has been
announced by the Chairman of
the Board, Carl. L. Randolph.

The beautiful tiled patio of
the President's house on Summit
Drive was the setting for the
45th Anniversary celebration of
the Class of '34 on Sunday,
May 6.
The event was attended by
81 members of the Class and
their spouses. Dick Thomson,
Class President, Emceed the
after-dinner program, which included some well-received numbers by the Whittier College
Chorale under the direction of
Dr. Stephen Gothold of the
Music Department—with competition from a large number of
twittering birds!
Retired professors, including
President Emeritus Paul S. Smith,
Dr. Arthur Watson, J. Gustav
White, Wallace J. "Chief" Newman, Dr. Albert Upton and
Margaretha Lohmann also attended and were introduced.
Dr. Newsom was honored by
the Class for his 40 years of service to the Alma Mater with the
presentation of a colored portrait
beautifully produced by Whittier
photographer Ed Prentiss.
Camilla (Vincent) Simmons
distributed gifts to Mabel Bumgardner of San Jose and Ralph
Rich from Northern Idaho for
having come the greatest disAlso recognized were
tance.
classmate-couples Ola-Florence
(Welch) and Gail Jobe; Marie
(Phelan) and Robert Halliday;
and Elizabeth (Rees) and Wood
Glover.
Former President Richard
M. Nixon was introduced and
gave a short talk, the gist of
which follows.
"In view of the activities
that I've been engaged in for
most of my life, I can't say
I'm speechless," he began, and
went on to speak of his undergraduate years. "I'm sure most
of us were in the stands our
freshman year," he said, "when

Born in Maysville, Kentucky,
Ruth graduated from Morehead
State University and taught in
Marietta, Ohio, for a year before
her marriage to Ed Shannon, Jr.
While he was a student at U.C.
Berkeley, she taught for a
further four years in Oakland,
where she joined P.E.O. When
they moved to Whittier in 1951,
she was a charter and founding
member of the Whittier O.D.
chapter of that organization.
Ed joined Santa Fe International Corporation in 1953
and became president of the
company in 1962. It is a position that has of necessity involved much travelling, and Ruth
has had the enriching and cultural experience of living with
her family in Peru, Venezuela
and Australia. Wherever they
went, her outgoing nature made
it easy for her to make and keep
friends among the people they
met, whether in the world of
corporatd relations, education, or
art.
In Whittier both Ed and Ruth
have been active in the community. Ruth has served on
numerous boards and committes, including the Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, YMCA, the United
Way and the Presbyterian Hospital Foundation. She was chairman of the Whittier Area Educational Study Council, co-chaired
the Whittier '76 Bicentennial
Committee, and reigned with her
husband over the 1976 Mardi
Gras Celebration, sponsored by
the Children's Hospital Guild.
A member of the First
Christian Church, Ruth sings in
the choir and has been both a
teacher and chairman of the
Youth Department.
A story

Trustee Ruth B. Shannon and Ed
Shannon, Jr., on Commencement
Day.
that reveals the Shannons' sensitivity to the needs of others is
connected with the late Rush
Deskins, former minister of the
Church. When his last surviving
relative died, Ruth and Ed spent
many hours with him, including
him in family activities, visiting
him when in hospital, and making him feel truly wanted in his
declining years.
As an active supporter of the
College, Ruth served as a member of the Steering Committee
for the completion of the Donald
E. Graham Student Activities
Center.
The Shannons have three
children, Michael, an attorney
with a Los Angeles law firm;
Kathryn (Shannon) Johnson, a
nutritionist in Portland; and
Bruce, a petroleum engineer in
Salt Lake City; they also have
one granddaughter, Martine
Shannon Johnson, three months
old.
Ruth says she is looking
forward to serving as a Trustee
for the College, and members of
the Board of Trustees have
expressed their appreciation that
she has consented to serve in
this capacity. LII
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we played San Diego State.
They had great expectations and
we hadn't done too well in the
first couple of games. By the
end of the third quarter, they
were a couple of touchdowns
ahead, then "Chief" began to put
in those green Covina sophomores. They were so big if
they'd come from USC we might
have asked how much they'd
been paid, but we knew Whittier
didn't pay anything! We won
that game," the former President continued, "and we had a

great season, with another the
following year, the highlight of
which was beating Loyola on
Armistice Day, 15 to 0. I remember the great influence the
"Chief" had on all of us, not
only those who played for him,
but those of us who got to know
him.
"In the years since," he continued, "I've studied some of the
financial problems that Whittier
had back in those depression
years. The very moving thing
about our Class is that in the

Two Presidents meet. Roy Newsom and Dick Nixon at the Reunion.

Scene of the 45th Reunion of the Class of '34 in the patio of the
College President's home.
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very depths of depression, we
had a faculty and a spirit. We
didn't really feel poor, we felt
very proud and fortunate.
"The top faculty salaries
then were about $2,600 a year
and while we were in school, the
faculty took a voluntary ten percent cut. They were fine teachers and superb human beings.
"You wonder," Nixon went
on, "when you see public education so inexpensive these days,
how it is that a college like
Whittier can survive. It costs
money for tuition to go here.
Of course there are scholarships,
nevertheless, Whittier does not
provide as many of those as the
big colleges and universities.
Maybe there are not even the
same choices of subject. Yet
somehow Whittier survives.
"Being president of a college
these days is not easy, as Roy
knows, and as Paul Smith knows.
It's not just handling the faculty,
which is hard enough, it's raising
money, which is even harder,
and yet Whittier survives because
of what we saw in the depths
of the depression when it was
toughest. There's a spirit about
this school. It's the spirit that
won the game at San Diego.
The spirit that was exemplified
by the faculty we had, the cut
they took, the fact that they
stuck it through, the fact that for
years—long after we graduated,
they stayed on and continued
to build the fine educational
institution which we're all so
proud to return to."
Nixon then commented on
the belief some educators have
that public education is better
than private. "I don't agree
with that," he said, "I think
there's a place for both. We need
the great private institutions with
their large enrollment, but we
particularly need the small ones
that have something to offer
that can't be found in the big
schools. Those that will take a
late bloomer, for example, and
nurture him, give him that

E

C
Trustee Clint Harris and his wife,
Flora (Honeyman '35), at the
Reunion.
personal, individualized attention
that will develop a graduate who
may go on to great things—perhaps becoming the president of
an organization, or a teacher, or
a coach. Contributions to society that would not have been
made without an institution
that would give personal attention to those individuals who
wouldn't last in a mass education
experience."
He spoke of the time he was
going to Peking and the conversations he had with experts on
many topics, including Chinese
education. "Someone made the
point," he said, "that education is very, successful in China.
In the old days, Chinese and
Japanese families would make
any sacrifice to get their young
people educated, but under the
Communist system, the People's
Republic of China is quite
ruthless about it. At about the
eighth grade, the students have
an examination. Those who
pass with the highest percentage
go on to the sciences, government, or professional careers.
The rest, about 70%, remain
peasants or work in the factories.
As a result, people in the mass
are perhaps better educated
than they were previously. The
man who told me all this paused
for a moment, smiled, and said,
'Of course, they will lose all
their Churchills.'
"I thought about Churchill's

The Whittier College Chorale entertains the Class of '34.

Dr. Arthur Watson, former biology professor during the 30's, came
from Kansas for the 45th Reunion.
background," he continued.
"Here was a man whose brilliant father, Randolph Churchill,
thought his son was stupid,
because he didn't do well in
math, or science, or other
subjects, yet Churchill was a
genius in the English language,
and became a great leader, perhaps the greatest in the 20th
century.
"Am I suggesting that Whittier is going to produce Churchills?" he asked, "Not at all!
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What I am suggesting is that
there is a place for an institution that cares. Whittier does
care. It cares about that young
man, that young woman, who
may not quite have it, or who
doesn't seem to have it, who
needs the personal attention that
will never be available in a
great educational mill.
"Thank God we've got
schools like this! We can be
proud we came from such a
school. A lot of us, I'm sure,

Eastern Impact
Meetings

Trustee Dolores Ball and Roy Newsom examine the watch given to
Roy by former President Nixon at the Class Reunion. (In background,
Setsu (Bessho) Tani and Dick Philippi.

President Emeritus Paul Smith with Richard Nixon. Robert and
Marie (Phelan) Halliday are in the background.
in the years ahead, are going
to do everything we can to help
Whittier survive and grow."
President Nixon then referred to the 36th Class anniversary in 1970, when it was held at
the White House, and presented
each member of the Class with a
set of six autographed glasses.
He also gave Dr. Newsom a
wristwatch, bearing the Presidential seal and autograph, as a
token of appreciation for his
40 years service to the College.

As this most memorable
Reunion came to a close, thanks
were given the Committee that
has served since the Class's
20th anniversary—Setsu (Bessho)
Tani, Regina (Dunkin) Kemp,
Camilla (Vincent) Simmons, Mildred Kennedy, Dr. W. Roy
Newsom, Clint Harris, Kenneth
Ball, Edwin Wunder, John Chapin, and a very special expression
of thanks went to Alice Newsom
for being always gracious, always
interested, and always supportive.
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Two very successful Impact
meetings were held in the East in
the early part of this year.
An enthusiastic group of
alumni and guests gathered at the
Orchid Seven Restaurant in
Washington, DC, on March 31, to
honor and salute Dr. W. Roy
Newsom '34.
Also honored for their service to the College were Ray S.
Dezember '53, member of the
Board of Trustees, and Dr.
Dennis J. Murray, Vice President
for College Advancement.
Attending the gala affair
were alumni representing the
Washington metropolitan area as
well as alumni and friends who
travelled from New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Maryland.
William H. "Mo" Marumoto
'57, who served as Chairman of
the Committee, was successful in
achieving a representative group.
Those in attendance included
graduates from 1929 to 1975.
46 years of Whittier grads!
Guests were greeted by
Committee members at a Mai
Tai reception, nostalgic of the
days of Mona Kai. Strolling
musicians entertained while the
guests met new friends and
talked about old acquaintances.
Conversation continued over a
sumptuous Polynesian dinner.
The after dinner program
began with lively self-introductions, allowing those present to
find out what the others were
doing. It also permitted them to
discover that Bill 'Mo" Marumoto doubles as Tungsun Park!!
Bill H. Patterson '39, Master
of Ceremonies, introduced special guests, including Millie
Grisham, wife of Congressman
Wayne Grisham '49; Robert L.
Gale, President of the Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges, and his wife, Barbara;
and Duane Hatch '49, administrative assistant to Congressman
Grisham.

The highlight of the evening
was a short talk by Dr. Newsom,
in which he reflected on his
40 years at Whittier, and reaffirmed the important role that
small colleges play in higher
education. Dr. Newsom concluded by outlining prospects
and new developments presently
under way at the College.
Guests were shown an up-todate view of the physical improvements on the campus via a
slide presentation prepared by
Dennis Murray and his staff.
At the end of the evening,
Montgomery Winkler '54, presented Dr. Newsom with a
limited edition pictorial essay of
the nation's capital, to remind
him of his many friends and
alumni in the Washington area.
All alumni at the meeting expressed their personal good wishes
by autographing the book.
The success of this affair
was due to the interest and
efforts of the Impact Meeting
Committee, including J. Mark
and Lorna (McLean '39) Martin
'36; Ron R. Gastelum '68; William Patterson '39; Montgomery
J. Winkler '54; Jean (Morishige)
Marumoto '59; Capt. John Avila
Jr., '57 USN; Barbara (Hoffman)
Kasten '63; Nancy (Koehier)
Preston '56; Carolyn (Guttis)
Wogaman '56; Zabel Zakarian
'72; Comm. William E. Kelley
'60, USN; May ( Lee) Kao '65;
and Kenneth C. Baptiste '70.
On April 2, Dr. Newsom and
Vice President Dennis J. Murray,
together with other members of
the College Advancement department, conducted an Open House
in the President's Suite at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New
York City and invited alumni
from the New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut areas to attend.
Plans are under way to hold
several Impact meetings in different parts of California and
elsewhere to introduce the new
President of Whittier College, Dr.
Eugene Mills, who takes over the
reins of the College on the reretirement of President Newsom.

New Professorship
Endowed
The story of a recent bequest
of over $400,000, for the establishment of a Distinguished Professorship in Entomology and
Related Subjects at the College,
through the estate of the late
Roy E. Campbell, is one that
goes back to the days when the
area was surrounded by citrus
groves.
In 1929, when Dr. Walter
Dexter was President of Whittier,
Harry Shuyler, President of the
Whittier District Fruit Exchange,
built the U.S. Entomological
Laboratory on College property,
with a 32-year lease, due to
expire in 1961. Roy Campbell,
who was born on the original
ranch in La Placentia, later became Director of the Laboratory,
where his research was primarily
in the field of pests in agricultural areas, notably red scale in
lemons.
At that time, Dr. Newsom
was Professor of Chemistry and
owned a citrus ranch. He was
naturally interested in Campbell's
research and the two men became fast friends.
Campbell
employed a number of Whittier
students as part-time help and
Dr. Newsom acted as technical
associate.
A further bond between the
two Roys was that they, together
with Dr. Paul Smith (later to
become the College's eighth
President), and Dean Harold
Spencer were all Rotarians.
By the time the lease on the
Laboratory expired, most of the
citrus ranches had made way for
urban development and the pesticide research was transferred to
another location, with the land
reverting to the College. The
building itself was converted to
a residence, appropriately named
Campbell Hall, and Dr. Newsom
acquired some of the laboratory
equipment for the chemistry and
biology departments.
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By this time Roy Campbell
and his wife were ageing, and he
became concerned lest one of
them should fall sick and the
other be unable to help. He sold
their house and moved to The
Towers, a retirement home in
Laguna Hills. At this time, after
consulting his lawyer, College
Trustee Thomas W. Bewley, he
set up a $40,000 annuity.
Campbell, whose father had
been a charter member of the
Bank of Orange, owned stock in
that concern and after his wife's
death, he decided to augment his
annuity and turned over the
stock to Dr. Newsom when the
Bank was being sold to Wells
Fargo.
About a month before his
death on April 16, 1979, Campbell called Dr. Newsom and
as old and dear friends the two
chatted about changing times
and philosophies, and about the
value of a small independent
college in today's world. No
mention was made of wills,
but Campbell arranged for yet a
third annuity. After his death,
it was discovered he had established a Trust in 1976, leaving
the bulk of his estate to the College for the establishment of the
Professorship.
Roy Campbell's loyalty to
Whittier and his many years of
friendship with Roy Newsom
have assured him a place in the
annals of the College. A name to
be remembered with many other
benefactors such as Bonnie Bell
Wardman, who built the modern
library and who, together with
her husband Aubrey, left the
beautiful home on Summit Drive
for the residence of future
Whittier College Presidents; with
John and Beverly Stauffer, who
were responsible for the Science
Center; and Beverly herself, for
whom a residence hail is named
and who has contributed so much
to the beautification of the campus; and with Donald E. Graham,
for whom the new Student
Activities Center is named. LII
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A Little Imagination Can Help

working with Bob Bleecher and
Ron Franklin from the Alumni
Board on this project. El

We speak of the loyalty of
our alumni. What makes them so
loyal? Surely it is their recognition of the value of the education
they received, the many friendships they made, the esteem in
which they have held professors.

Rhodes Scholars
Revisit

Like all private colleges and
universities, Whittier relies greatly
on alumni for support. There is
a misconception that all such
support must be financial. The
gifts made by alumni are the lifeblood of the College, but there
is another very important way in
which they can be of help to
their alma mater.
How? By sharing the benefits they received with the next
generation by recommending the
College to their friends with
high school students; by talking
to their own children and the
friends they have; even by
calling prospective students in
their area to talk about the
College.
A little imagination on the
part of today's alumni and the
alumni of the future may respond
in the same manner. Personal
contacts are worth so much more
than any advertising, any brochures, even any photographs.
Those who speak about Whittier
talk from experience and from
the heart.
Can we count on you? If
so, please contact Katy Murphy
in the Admissions Office. She is

Two of Whittier's three
Rhodes Scholars were on campus
in April to give their impressions
of life at Oxford.
Trustee Stanley Sanders
spent two years at the British
University studying politics and
philosophy and afterwards received his law degree from Yale.
Stan has served on the Los
Angeles County Bar Association's Committee on human
rights and in 1971 received the
Outstanding Young Men of
America award from the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.
Darryl Walker, who graduated in 1976, was President of
the BSU and of Pi Sigma Alpha.
He played on the football team
and was editor of the QC.
Currently a journalist for the
Los Angeles Herald Examiner, he
too is contemplating attending
law school next fall.
Both Rhodes Scholars spoke
of the difference between a
British University and one in the
States and how "over there" one
discovers that what one learns
is entirely dependent on oneself. There are some 200 lectures
available to students every week,
but there is no obligation to attend. There are two eight-week
terms, with six week breaks at
Christmas and Easter, and
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twenty-four in the summer, during which time Rhodes Scholars
are encouraged to travel but
are advised to take books along
and continue their own studies.
One paper is required each term
and Finals is a single three-day
exam.
Sanders found the material
that applied to his thesis was
easy, but he admitted to finding
out that he was far from wellread, and he made up for this by
immersing himself in Hemmingway, Descartes, Fitzgerald and
others. He regards his nomination and election as a Rhodes
Scholar as undoubtedly the most
important thing that happened
to him in his student days, and
he praised the College's Political
Science Department, which he
described as one of the best in
Southern California.
Walker agreed with Sanders
on the importance of being a
Rhodes Scholar and the aura
of personal worth it created
wherever he went. "Whittier
College," he said, "has something
almost intangible that stays with
you for the rest of your life." LII

Koontz on Campus
"The purpose of management is to design and maintain
an environment for performance," said Dr. Harold Koontz,
Mead Johnson Professor of Man-

agement at UCLA, when he
lectured on campus in May.
Speaking under the auspices
of SAM (Society for the Advancement of Management), Koontz
brought laughter to his audience
as he described an imaginary
organization, loosely based on
the Audubon Society, and
named such "birds" as the
Yellow Billed Credit Snatcher—
the manager who delegates everything possible and then takes
credit for the favorable decisions,
while criticizing subordinates for
those that turn out badly.
Underlying the humor of his

talk were many clues to successful management. He described
a number of ways in which to
fail without really trying, such as
the setting up of a large number
of committees to handle all the
decision-making, thus making
everyone feel important without
having to take individual responsibility for any particular action.
Koontz, who has acted as a
consultant to Lockheed and
Hughes Aircraft Companies,
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, Purex Corporation,
the Bank of America and many
other corporations, is in con-

tinuous demand as a lecturer
in this country and numerous
other countries, including Japan,
South Africa and the Soviet
Union. He stated that the USSR
had begun to look seriously
at the non-Communist countries
for ways in which to improve
efficiency in their own management programs.
The author of over twenty
books and innumerable articles
in professional journals, Koontz'
most widely-read book, Principles of Management, has now
been published in its seventh
edition. El

Class of '29
The Class of '29 at their 50th Anniversary celebration in the Faculty Center. (Left to Right) FRONT
ROW: Gertrude (Kinnear) Rogers; Doris (Wheatland) Haendiges; Margaret (Hadley) Root; Ruth
(Pearson) Schindler; Jean (McWhorter) Miller; Esther (Wilkie) Cox. MIDDLE ROW: Ralph Pease; Nyra
(Hagen) Pickering; Anna (Henderson) Halvorson; Lois (Warner) Adams; Theresa (Ross) Kunkel; Lillian
(French) Flanders; Wallace Wiggins; Isabel (MacKenzie) Rowley; Eleanor (Marshall) Wildman. BACK
ROW: Lester Gates; Earl Clevenger; Penn Pickering; Morgan Halvorson; Bill Bigbee; Russell Adams;
Donald Todd; Howard Cole; and Donald Brings. The class will be initiated into the Golden Anniversary
Club in the Fall.
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11-9-5 Golf
Tournament
The seventh Annual 11-9-5
Club Golf Tournament, held on
Monday, May 31 at the Western
Hills Golf and Country Club in
Carbon Canyon, attracted a
record number of players.
The shot-gun start at 1:30
p.m. was capped by a social hour
and a steak dinner, after which
prizes were awarded and a raffle
held.
John Arrambide '35, Tom
Sepulveda '42, Tom Woodward
'42, and 11-9-5 Club Chairman
Lee Woodward '40 organized the

event and distributed the awards.
Low Gross went to Don
Craggs '40 with an 82, and Bill
McEwan and Kerns Vaughan '36,
both with an 83. Low Net went
to Bob Conlon, with Wallen
Andrews and Ed Reyes '50 following. The Calloway System
showed Tom Somer '76 the
winner with a 67, George Bryson
'34 was second with a 69, and
Dru Pickup third with a 72.
John Godfrey, Head Football
Coach of the Poet Varsity, had
closest to the pin on the eighth,
and Jim Robertson was closest
on the sixth.
Joe Urquiza of the West

Whittier Lions Club, grabbed
honors for the longest drive on
the fifteenth, as well as closest to
the pin on the fourteenth, with
a shot which landed only six
inches away from the hole.
Several new members were
recruited during the Tournament.
Anyone wishing to participate in
the Club, which supports athletics at the College, should
contact the Alumni Office or
send $15 for dues for the 197980 year, which entitles each
member to a free pass for two to
all home athletic events, as well
as a monthly Newsletter that
keeps members abreast of campus events throughout the year.LII1

Apologies Are Due
In the last issue of The Rock, we inadvertently omitted a name from the caption of the picture
shown below. It is now reprinted with all the names of the hardworking Development Committee.

The Whittier College Development Committee, January 16, 1979. (L. to R.) Mrs. John Fusco, Chairman;
Dr. Dennis J. Murray, Vice President for College Advancement; Douglas W. Ferguson; Attorney Anthony
R. Pierno; President W. Roy Newsom; Attorney R. Chandler Myers; Dr. Robert M. Wald; Dr. C. Milo
Connick; Mrs. Beverly Stauffer; Paul Blodgett, Director of Development.
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Friesen Heads
LEAA
Dean Ernest C. Friesen now
heads The Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, which
aims to cut in half the time it
takes a felony to come to trial.
There was a case in Providence, RI where it took three
years to bring to trial three men
accused of beating a 79-year-old
woman. By that time, the victime had been dead for six
months and the suspects went
free. This was not an unusual
case. All over the country,
court backlogs plague the criminal justice system. Delays of
several years are common.

The LEAA has pilot programs in Providence, Houston,
Miami and Dayton, and in Dean
Friesen's opinion if the new
programs work in those four
cities, where the median time
from arrest to trial is 85 to 120
days, they will probably be
adopted all over the country.
The innovations on which
LEAA is working include a pretrial cutoff date for guilty pleas;
no case being allowed to go off
the calendar, a date for arraignment being set at the time of
arrest, a date for indictment
being made at the arraignment
and a court date at the time of
indictment. If continuances are
granted a new trial date should

be set immediately. Other innovations would include the
appointment of a presiding
justice to each court; a unified
criminal calendar with one clerk
in charge, since in some courts
each judge keeps his own calendar; full disclosure to defense
attorneys at arraignment, not all
states insist that prosecutors give
information to defense lawyers;
setting up "process requirements
that make all lawyers in the
system act within certain time
limits"; and the compilation of
statistical information regarding
court procedures.

WCSL Alumni
News
Roosevelt F. Dorn '69 has
been appointed a municipal court
judge for the Inglewood Judicial
District. Previously an assistant
city attorney in Los Angeles, he
was for eight years a deputy
sheriff in that city.
Hugo Hill '70 has also been
appointed to the bench, and
together with Dorn was honored
at a reception at the Law School.
Fred M. Lowary '78 has
opened a law office in Anaheim.
A graduate of Purdue University,
Lowary held sales positions with
Container Corporation of America, IBM, Western Kraft Corporation and with Deluxe Packages
where he was general manager
and corporate vice president.
He and his wife, Tonda, live in
Hacienda Heights with their
three sons, Doug and twins
Mike and Mark.
Betty Bryant '68 is director
of the Department of Economic
and Business Development in
Sacramento. Previously general
counsel at Union Bank headquarters and director of its
Union International, Ms. Bryant
has been active in the Human
Rights Commission in Los Angeles, and served as an advisor to
the Los Angeles school system.
She has worked for the equal
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credit opportunity federal law
and the state's fair credit act, as
well as for detoxification centers
and rape legislation. One of her
hopes is to rid the state of its
business inventory tax and its
unitary tax on foreign corporations.
Two recent WCSL alumni
were recently featured in Focus
on Fox, the in-house publication
of Fox Pictures. Doug McDermott '79 has joined the corporation as an international tax
specialist. Previously with the
Internal Revenue Service where
he determined the issues and
documentation for examination
of individual, partnership and
corporation returns, he is a
graduate of CSU, Long Beach.
Leanna (Johnson) Heath '78
joined the Studio legal department as an associate production
counsel. Ms. Heath also graduated from CSU, Long Beach and
while at WCSL was awarded
the Governor's Scholarship for
outstanding scholastic achievement and the highest numerical
grade point average. She graduated third in her class in 1978.
And a note on a present
student.
Before she entered
WCSL three years ago, Mary Ann
Healy was Sister Timothy Mary
of the Sisters of St. Joseph of
Carondelet, where she had been
for seventeen years. Speaking of
leaving the Convent in an article
by Ursula Vils in the Los Angeles
Times, Ms. Healy said how
good the order had been to her.
"They gave me financial help,"
she said, "and told me to do
what was best for my happiness."
She became interested in labor
relations as president of a teacher
organization at San Marino High,
and while studying for the
bar is working as a law clerk in a
firm specializing in this aspect of
the law. LI

Donna Basham and Mike Brown pose with the trophies they received at 11-9-5 all-sports barbecue. They
are flanked by President W. Roy Newsom and 11-9-5 President Lee Woodward '40.

Athletes of the
Year
The Equal Rights Amendment scored a direct hit on the
Whittier College campus when a
woman became the recipient of
the Scholar-Athlete trophy for
the first time in its nine-year
history.
Tennis champion Donna
Basham, carrying a 3.6 scholastic
average, received the coveted
award from President W. Roy
Newsom at the all-sports barbecue.
Basham went to the podium
earlier to accept her second
female "athlete of the year"
trophy from 11-9-5 Club President Lee Woodward, who also
presented the male "athlete of
the year" award to Whittier's

All-American basketball player,
Michael Brown.
A product of Whittier High
School, Basham was the College's
Rhodes Scholar candidate this
year, received the President's
Recognition Award for Leadership and Service and was a member of the College Choir.
Winner of the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference tennis singles championship for two seasons, she
was dethroned this year, but
bounced back to collect her
first SCIAC doubles title with
partner, Yvette Madison.
Basham also gave cross country a whirl for the first time
last fall, running so the Poets
could compete in conference
meets with a full team. She
finished ninth in the conference
meet.
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Perhaps the most honored
player in Whittier's long and
colorful history of basketball,
Brown's spectacular court antics
will not soon be forgotten by
Poet die-hards.
The 6-4 senior, a third team
NCAA Division III All-American
selection, Brown also was chosen
as Division III Southern California "player of the year" by
Miller Brewing Co. and received
the Ted Ducey Memorial award
for basketball ability and sportsmanship, selected by the SCIAC
coaches.
Mark Deven, a defensive halfback on the Poet football team,
was given a certificate recognizing his $1,500 National Collegiate Athletic Association postgraduate scholarship to a college
of his choice.
Previous scholar-athlete win-

ners include: Pete Dehlinger,
golf; Gary Whisenant, wrestling;
Mike Geta, track; Ken Ward,
wrestling; Steve Parminter, track;
John Getz, football and Dave
Harris, basketball; Craig Tower,
swimming and Keith Nord,
swimming.
The most valuable players
and captains for each of the
college's sports were introduced
by their respective coaches as
follows:
Track (Coach Gary Pelzer)—
Roger Fulcher, most valuable
player; Mike Okura and Dennis
Forthoffer, co-captains.
Women's track (Pelzer)—Glenda
Beshears, most valuable; Johanna
DeYoung, captain.
Tennis (Coach Ken Box)—
Charles Larkam, most valuable;
Richard Hom, captain

Women's swimming (Brown)—
Nani Nielsen, most valuable;
Peggy Carl, captain.
Water polo (Brown)—Jeff Bare,
most valuable and captain; John
Haberbush, most improved.
Cross Country (Coach Phil
O'Brien) - Dennis Forthoffer,
most valuable and captain; Dave
Nation, most improved.
Women's cross country (Phil
O'Brien)—Jennifer Miller, most
valuable and captain; Lori McMillan, most improved.
Soccer (Coach Nasser Sarfaraz)
—James Hunt, most valuable;
Sam Strgacich, captain.
Football (Coach John Godfrey)
—Ray Chavez and Jeff Jackson,
co-most valuable; Chris Terrazas,
offensive captain; Mark Deven,
defensive captain.

Women's tennis (Box)—Donna
Basham, most valuable and captain; Yvette Madison, most improved.
Baseball (Coach Hugh Mendez)—
Frank Mendoza, most valuable;
Rick Alkire and Greg Jones, cocaptains.
Golf (Coach Bernette Cripe)—
Mark Rossi, most valuable; Alan
Camusat, most improved.
Women's volleyball (Cripe)—
Ruth Ruff, most valuable and
captain; Suzanne Ferguson, most
improved; Karen Mercado, JV
most valuable.
Wrestling (Coach Tony Donvito)
—Tony Primrose, most valuable
and captain; Rock Spalka, most
improved.
Women's basketball (Coach Jo
Ann Reis)— Ruth Ruff, most
valuable; Karen Wadsworth, most
improved.
Basketball (Coach Dave Jacobs)
—Ralph Dudley and Mike Brown,
co-most valuable and captains;
Roger Lodge, JV most valuable.
Swimming (Coach Bruce Brown)
—John Hillman, most valuable
and Al Pepito, captain.

Baseball
A promising baseball campaign ended up not quite so
brightly for the Poets, who
finished fifth in the SCIAC
conference race which was won
by last years' champions, La
Verne College.
Occidental finished in a second place tie with ClaremontMudd, (13-5), one game back of
La Verne (14-4). Whittier fell
to 9--9 and Redlands was fourth
at 10--8.
There were some shining individual efforts in the season.
Outfielder Frank Mendoza was
the Poets' top hitter, batting an
even .400 in the conference.
Mendoza lost the RBI title by
one run to Claremont's John
Pignotti. Catcher Rick Alkire, at
.360, was also in the top 15 in
the conference. Alkire hit five
triples, unusual for a catcher, to
finish second behind Redlands'
Gary Padgett in that category.
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Track & Field
Track and field fortunes improved for the Poets this season.
They lost only two dual meets—to
Occidental and Pomona-Pitzer—
and finished behind the same
two schools in the conference
meet held at Memorial Stadium.
Sprinter Roger Fulcher tried
to pull the Poets ahead of the
Sagehens with a pair of victories
in the sprints, but they still
trailed by five points when the
conference meet concluded.
Fulcher equalled his SCIAC
record of 10.5 seconds in 100meter dash and won the 200
meters in 22.5 Whittier's other
gold medal winner was high
hurdler Nick Harper, who won
his speciality in 15.3 seconds.
The Poets placed second in
the 400 meter relay and second
in the mile relay. Fulcher also
participated in the nationals,
joining 5,000 meter runner
Dennis Forthoffer and hammerthrower Mike Thomas.
Whittier girls, entering only
the sprints, scored six points
to finish fifth in the standings.
Glenda Breshears ran third and
Johanna DeYoung was fifth in
the 100 meters.
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